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'Uncommitteds' reign in opening round of Kentucky caucuses
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP I —
Kentucky Democrats have
begun the tedious process of
electing 63 delegates to the
party's national convention.
Little significance can be attached to the precinct meetings
held Saturday in McCracken,
Boyle and Bell counties, but initial indications are that state
party officials will get their way
and take a largely uncommitted
delegation to the July
convention.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
who will be co-chair of the convention, has said she would

prefer to lead a delegation not
leaning to any particular
candidate.
Among the candidates, former
Vice President Walter Mondale
seems to have the most support,
followed closely by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson.
With all of Boyle and Bell
counties reporting and 50 of 54
precincts in McCracken County,
Mondale had 396 delegates to the
county conventions that will be
held March 31.
Jackson had 326 committed
representatives and Colorado
Sen Gary Hart had 213.

The number of uncommitted
delegates, though, is more than
for the three candidates combined. Democrats in the three farflung counties picked 1,109 uncommitted delegates to county
conventions.
In Bell County in southeastern
Kentucky, 435 delegates, or
about 84 percent, will be uncommitted at the countywide
meeting on March 31.
In Boyle County in central
Kentucky, 137 delegates, or
about 35 percent, will be uncommitted at the county meeting.
In McCracken County, 573

delegates are uncommitted, or
about 47 percent Four precincts
in that county will report their
results on Monday.
The precinct meetings held
Saturday were essentially
meaningless.
The delegates elected at the
meetings must still attend countywide conventions on March 31,
where the official county
representatives to congressional
district and state conventions
will be selected.
The difference in Boyle, Bell
and McCracken counties,
though, is that only deleeates

selected at .the precinct level
will be allowed to vote at the
county meetings.
In the other 117 Kentucky
counties, virtually any
registered Democrat can attend
a county meeting and vote for
delegates.
Republicans also met on
Saturday at the county level, but
those meetings, too, hold little
statewide political importance.
The county representatives
selected Saturday will attend
Congressional District meetings
the week of May 5-11. Each
district will elect three national

delegates and three alternates.
With those 21 national
delegates selected, Republicans
will gather at the state meeting
on May 12 to select seven atlarge delegates and alternates
to the national convention.
Mondale received 109
delegates in Boyle County, 24 in
Bell County and had 263 in the
partial McCracken County
totals.
Jackson had 34 in Boyle County, 54 in Bell'County and 238 in
McCracken County.
Hart had 102 in Boyle, two in
Bell and 109 in McCracken.

Spratt accepts new
hospital position
Registered nurse Shirley
Spratt has been hired as the
director of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's new Home
Health program.
The program is slated to begin
in April. It will provide health
services to persons in their
homes, in keeping with the
hospital's increased emphasis
on out-patient service. Services
will include dietetic counseling,
physical therapy, speech
pathology and respiratory
therapy.
Spratt comes to the program
with more than 16 years' nursing
experience as a teacher, clinician and manager.
She recieved a bachelor of
science degree in nursing from
Northwestern State Univesity,
and a master's in public health
nursing from the University of
Colorado.
Spratt has taught in nursing
programs at Murray State,

Texas Woman's University and
the University of Tennessee at
Martin. She has been organizer
and director of some of the Murray Vocational Center's health
service programs.
MCCH has been authorized'to
initiate a home health program
in Calloway County, and Spratt
will be involved in seeking a
grant to help fund the program.
Lourdes and Western Baptist
hospitals are seeking authorization to begin home health services for all Purchase Area
counties except Calloway.
MCC}{ Administrator Stuart
Poston said Thursday night he is
confident the program will begin
within a month. Poston told the
hospital board the service "has
the potential of being a big
business, because we really see
the trend going in that direction.
It may be one of the best things
we ever did to get in this (service) early on."

MSU's Forensic teams
pull off 'finest' showing
In what has been described as
"the finest team performance to
date" several members of the
Murray State University Forensic Team placed high in national
competition during the Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
National Speech Tournament in
Nebraska.
Robert Valentine, director of
forensics at MSU, said "I
believe this is the finest team
performance to date in MSU
forensics and it is my personal
high point as director of
forensics."
Team member Michael Hardin, a junior from Russellville,
lead the way with a first place
victory in interpretation of
poetry. Hardin and Robert
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showers
Today: Showers and
thunderstorms developing.
Heavy rain possible. Highs in
the low to mid 60s. Southeast
winds 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight and Tuesday: Occasional showers and
thunderstorms. Heavy rain
possible. Lows tonight in the low
50s. Highs Tuesday in the upper
50s to lower 60s.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.8
Barkley Lake
354.5
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Henry, a freshman from Paris,
Tenn., placed first in duo
interpretation..
Prose interpretation competition found Earl Brown, a junior
from Murray, in second place
with Hardin following in sixth
place.
Lisa Heussner, a sophomore
from Pekin, Ill., placed fifth in
informative speaking and Doug
James, a senior from Marion,
Ill., placed fifth in communications analysis.
Teams from 50 colleges and
universities representing 32
states participated in the national tournament held March
15-18 on the campus of the
University of Nebraska at
Lincoln.

Allen Major of Louisville has been named the funniest person in Kentucky following a nationwide talent search.

Allen Major of Louisville awarded honor of
state's 'Funniest Person' after nationwide search
Allen Major of Louisville has been named the funniest person
in Kentucky, according to a spokesman for Showtime, the national pay television sevice. The selection was made following
an exhaustive coast to coast talent search in pursuit of an undiscovered comic talent. All state winners are now scheduled to
vie for an appearance on Showtime as "The Funniest Person in
America." A celebrity panel comprised of established comedians is currently being finalized to select the national winner.
Immediate plans call for the selection of the national winner in
late April followed by a taping for the pay network in May.
The search for "The Funniest Person in America" began on
July 28, 1983, at Central Park in New York City. A mobile video
production van made its first stop that day on a journey that
would take it across the country to 16 cities with a final stop in
Seattle, WA. The van, equipped with television production
facilities, taped the routines of scores or regular people for inclusion in the contest. At stops along the way, crowds gathers
to watch and participate as the van rested at shopping centers,
public parks, beaches, amusement parks, parking lots, country

clubs and highway rest stops. In addition, they solicited
videotape submissions on the channel to its New York office
through the end of 1983.
Out of the thousand qualified entrants, the judging panel
headed by Paul Herzich chose the state winners. Herzich is the
president of the New York Chapter of the Association of Comedy Artists. He holds an M.A. in psychology and wrote his
Masters thesis on effects of stress on humor application. He
also produces an annual biblliography of comedy in American
Periodicals.
In commenting on the taAnt search, Executive Producer
Josh Sapan said, "Pay television remains one of the best
developing grounds for new comedians. We have been very
proud to have been able to bring attention to an ever-growing
array of undiscovered talent that has developed over the years.
Our nationwide talent search has put us in touch with many
funny and gifted people. We congratulate each state winner
and praise them for keeping American humor alive on the
home front."

Meese determined to fight despite possible probe
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Department of Justice is investigating whether a special
prosecutor is needed to probe
Edwin Meese's finances, but the
candidate for attorney general
says he'll fight to win confirma-

tion despite the "baseless
insinuations."
"I welcome this inquiry by the
Justice Department," Meese
said in a statement made shortly
after the inquiry was announced
late Sunday. "I intend to continue my effort to be confirmed
as attorney general of the

United States."
The Justice Department decision came after top officials,
participating in an extraordinary series of weekend
meetings, said they would open
an inquiry to determine if a
special prosecutor should investigate a $15,000, interest-free

loan Meese received from a
former White House aide.
Meese had failed to list the
loan on his 1981 and 1982 financial disclosure statements, as
required by the Ethics in
Government Act.
While President Reagan said
through a spokesman that he

was "solidly behind Mr.
Meese," Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Sen. Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C., immediately
agreed with Meese's request to
postpone Senate hearings into
his nomination.
(Continued on Page 2)

Capital punishment at Eddyville appears unlikely
By DAVID McCORMICK
Associated Press Writer
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Execution is a distant prospect
for the 20 prisoners on Kentucky's Death Row here, despite
the increased use of capital
punishment elsewhere, officials
say.

The electric chair at the state
prison here has not been used
since 1962, and both prosecutors
and defense lawyers agree it
will likely remain idle for
another two years.
The reason is that none of the
condemned men are very far
along in the legal appeals

process.
"We are further behind than
all these other states that are
carrying out executions," said
Kevin McNally, who handles
death penalty cases for the state
Department of Public Advocacy. "No one from here has
yet-to enter the federal courts."

McNally said only three
capital cases have reached the
state Supreme Court and been
upheld, a route that usually
must be taken before inmates
can apply to federal courts.
"There will be a number of executions in other states before
any take place here," he said.

Since the U.S. Supreme Court
allowed the states to reinstate
capital punishment in 1972, 14
condemned murderers have
been executed. The most recent
was James W. Hutchins, put to
death by lethal injection in
(Continued on Page 2)

Ford, Huddleston backing tobacco price-supports
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRAVRFPRT, Ky. (API —
Fighting to keep the tobacco
price-support program alive —
much less intact — has become
almost a full-time job, Kentucky's two U.S. senators agree.
"They're coming at it from all
angles," said Sen. Wendell

Ford, D-Ky. "They're gfter the
tobacco program and ultimately
want to destroy it completely."
Tobacco, particularly burley
tobacco, is far and away Kentucky's largest legal casfr crop,
being outtitripped only by
marijuana.)
Literally hundreds of
thousands of Kentuckians de-

pend on tobacco for their
support program.
It
livelihoods. The crop pays the
therefore, incuMbenr
bills for many smaller farmers
upon thetqrate's lawmakers in
who would otherwise be put out - Congress to make sure that the
of business.
program is not gutted.
While other commodity prices
According to Ford and Sen.
suffer the whims of the
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., that task has become inmarketplace, tobacco has been
relatively stable, thanks, in
creasingly difficult.
large part, to the federal priceHuddleston is the point man

among Kentucky lawmakers on
tobacco because of his position
as the senior Democrat on the
Senate Agticulture Committee.
Huddleston said he must
watch every piece of farm
legislation that comes through
the Senates to make sure op(Continued on Page 2)
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Action expected this week on Collins' education tax
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP —
After much talk statewide from
forces for and against the plan,
the Legislature is expected to
start acting this week on a proposed $324 million tax revenue
increase.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins is
promoting the package to raise

money for school reform and
some state services.
This week the House of
Representatives will begin
deciding on House Bill 879, providing for a $324 million tax,in•
crease over the next two years.
The additional revenue would
come from a 5 percent "flat-

rate" income tax for individuals, an increase in corporate license fees and delays in
depreciation tax write-offs for
businesses.
The Senate and House Appropriations and Revenue committees each have prepared
bare-bones budgets for education in case there are no tax
increases.

And Sen. Michael Moloney, DLexingtcn, chairman of the
Senate appropriations committee, has said costly education
measures will not be moved out
of his committee without the
funding in place to pay for them.
What lawmakers have done so
far in the education arena is
pass eight bills — two of which
are awaiting the governor's

Capital punishment at Eddyville...
(Continued from Page 1)
North Carolina on Friday.
Autry was the second man executed in Texas since the
Supreme Court's ban. Florida
has executed three and Louisiana two.
Florida has the nation's most
populous Death Row, with more
than 200 condemned inmates.
Texas is second with 162, follow-

ed by California with 152.
A key difference between Kentucky and those states, Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Bryant of Paducah said, is their
death penalty laws.
Unlike many states with
capital punishment, Bryant
said, Kentucky permits it only in
cases of multiple murder or killings committed during a felony.

Edwin Meese battle...
(Continued from Page 1)
AG DAY PROCLAIMED — Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis has officially
proclaimed March 19 as Agricultural Day in the community. In making
the declaration, Ellis noted the dependence upon the cooperation between the two elements of our society — farmers and urban. He further
cited the fact that Ag Day will provide an unparalled opportunity for
farm and city people to become reacquainted. Those members of the
Alpha Zeata fraternity of Murray State University pictured with the
Mayor are (front row, L-R) Robin Buckley and Paula Hopkins; and (back
row, L-R) David Mikulcik; Jeff Futrell, Charlie Ogg; and Professor Arlie
Scott, advisor. Alpha Zeata is a professional service and honorary
fraternity of agriculture students limited to those with a grade point
average of 3.0 out of a possible 4.0.

This effectively stalls any
Senate vote for several weeks at
least.
Meese had been scheduled to
testify at a second round of hearings set to begin Tuesday before
the committee.
One Justice department
source, who asked not to be identified, said it might be difficult
to confine the inquiry to inaccuracies in Meese's financial
statement and that the depart-

ment might also end up looking
at possible connections between
financial favors Meese received
and the federal jobs awarded
some of his benefactors.
But the source noted that
traditionally, federal officials
and private citizens involved in
a Justice Department inquiry
use the investigation to stop
commenting publicly on the affair in question, which may
serve to dampen the growing
controversy surrounding the
Meese confirmation hearings.

We've
got you
covered.
No matter where you travel in the
U.S., when you carry the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield membership card,
you carry assurance and peace of
mind. Assurance that your card will
be accepted from Maine to New
Mexico,from Miami to Seattle.

signature — that will cost little,
if any, money.
Four "reform-minded" bills
already signed by the governor
are:
House Bill 309, which reduces
class membership, or enrollment, in grades one through 12.
Classes in grades one through
three are limited to 25 students
in average daily attendance,
and enrollments cannot exceed
29 children per class. Classes in
grades four through 12 are
limited to 27 students in average
daily attendance and
enrollments of 31.
HB 19, which requires
students between the ages of 16
and 18 who want to drop out of
school to have a conference with
their school principals and signed written permission from their
parents or guardians.
HB 127, which requires the
Department of Education to
report student achievement test
scores by school.
HB 317, which allows local
school districts to impose more
than one of three "permissive
taxes." Districts can now choose
to levy a utility gross receipts
tax, an excise tax on income or
an occupational license tax. HB
317 allows them to impose any or
all three taxes to support their
schools.
Mrs. Collins also has signed
two other bills. HB 80 changes
the wording in a list of basic
skills under educational improvement provisions from
"reference skills" to "library •
skills." HB 128 prohibits
members of a private industry
council from voting on any
measure in which they have a
personal or private interest.
The bills that have passed
both houses and are awaiting the
governor's signature are:
HB 568, which would require
local school districts to levy a
minimum property tax rate of 15

cents per $100 of assessed property value to be eligible for
"power equalization" funds.
Those funds are distributed by
the state to help equalize instructional programs in poorer
school districts. The measure affects 45 districts.
Senate Bill 108, which would
repeal laws requiring schools to
teach consumer, environmental
and career education.
There are still nearly 200
education measures in various
legislative committees.

a

Ford,.Huddleston
back price supports
(Continued from Page 1)
ponents of the tobacco program
do not try to attach an amendment that would scuttle the
program.
While Huddleston could
formerly count on other farm state lawmakers to help with the
defense of tobacco, that is no
longer true.
"The so-called old farm bloc
has just withered away," Huddleston said. "Everybody's going their own way."
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Clarification
Charles Caldwell, of
Caldwell's Cars, Murray, has
not been barred from selling
automobiles at the Metro Auto
Auction of Kansas City Inc., in
Lee's Summitt.
An Associated Press story
carried Saturday, declined to
note that Caldwell is still
operating in good standing.
Caldwell stated in Saturday's
story that he had sold cars to the
plantiff, Connie Issendorf,
through Metro but had never
received any complaints from
her. "I don't cut miles," he said.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Four teen-agers who escaped from
Central State Hospital have been recaptured by state police.
State police said the four boys were using a car stolen from a
dealer and were caught Sunday on Interstate 71 in Gallatin
County.
The youths had been held at the Jefferson County facility for
psychiatric evaluation. Now they also face charges in connection
with the escape, police said.
The two 14-year-olds and two 15-year-olds escaped Saturday
night after threatening hospital counselors and taking their keys.

Peace of mind that you're covered by
the leader in health care protection.
Can you afford to carry anything
less than the best? Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky...with you
wherever you travel.
For more details about the
leader in health care protection for
individuals, families and groups, get
in touch with us today.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A 21-year-old Jefferson County man
died this weekend in a fire at his home, authorities said.
Lt. Dennis Henry, of the Pleasure Ridge Park Fire Department, said Fred Locke apparently died from smoke inhalation.
Henry said the fire at the one-story home in the southwestern
part of the county may have been caused by a grease fire on the
kitchen stove.
Locke was alone in the house when the fire broke out about 9:30
a.m. Sunday, Henry said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP). — Attorney General David Armstrong said the case of a former state labor commissioner has
gone as far as it will go.
The state Court of Appeals has declined to review former Circuit Judge Henry Meigs' dismissal of a travel-expense charge
against Eugene F. Land of Lexington.
That essentially nullifies a Franklin District Court jury's conviction of Land on the misdemeanor charge in September 1981.
He resigned as commissioner the next day.
Land appealed the conviction to Franklin Circuit Court, which
set it aside last Dec. 20. Armstrong's office had asked the state
appeals court to review Meigs' dismissal of the case.
Land and his executive assistant at the time, Donald Utley of
Paducah, drove to a labor officials' convention in Salt Lake City,
Utah, in the summer of 1981. Although they rode in Utley's car,
each claimed and received $430 for mileage.
Land returned that sum to the state but was charged with filing
a false expense voucher. Utley was indicted two y1,7-a later on
seven felony counts of filinglalse travel vouchers.
1 ter pleaded guilty to one charge, agreed to repay the state ,150, was fined
$500 and received a one-year probated sentence.
Utley is now general manager of the Paducah highway district.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Former Shively Police Chief
Michael Donio has asked for a reduction of his five-year prison
sentence for extortion because of his ill health and lack of prior
criminal record.
Donio, 58, is in a minimum-security prison in Florida.
Donio's motion, filed Friday, asks U.S. District Judge Thomas
Ballantine Jr. to modify the sentence which followed the foriezr
chief's guilty plea to one count of extortion in January.
He admitted he received cash payments from a former Shively
strip-joint operator in exchange for not enforcing prostitution
laws and other statutes.
He offers to do "any menial community service" if the
sentence is reduced.
Donio's motion said that he has "learned a bitter lesson that
has been taught by this court. The defendant submits that the
tragedy of his conviction has almost completely destroyed my
family."
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A Fayette Circuit Court jury has
ruled in favor of six doctors at the University of Kentucky Albert
B. Chandler Medical Center who were sued by a Pulaski County
man.
The man, James Hammock of Somerset, claimed he was left a
quadriplegic because of the doctors' negligence. He had sued for
$10 million.
After nearly two days of deliberations, the jury returned to the
courtroom Friday afternoon and issued a verdict in favor of the
six doctors.
The trial, which lasted more plan six weeks, was Ole longest in
Fayette County history, according to Judge Charles Tackett, who
presided over the case.
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HOPKINSVI,11..E, Ky. — Herb Hays of Hopkinamille. and NorMa Scott of MadisonxiIle have been selected as the First District
Chairman and Co-Chairman for the Reagan-Bush '84 Campaign,
State Campaign Chairman Larry.Forgy has announced.
Hays wab First District Chairman for Reagan in 1978 and again
In 1980. He is also a member of the Hopkinsville City Council.
Scott Is the Vice-Chairman of the Hopkins County Republican
Party. The former teacher was also the Hopkins County ReaganBush Chairman in 1080.
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Reagan
acted wisely
on 'leak' issue
The Reagan administration has backed away
from two odious attempts to control leaks of
governmental information. The action is belated
and a bit surprising. Still, the newfound
reasonableness is welcome.
Some months ago, the administration annotinced its intention to require all government
officials with certain high-level security
clearances to submit for governmental review
and advance approval all proposed publications
or comments. The requirement was to be binding
on the officals for the rest of their lives, not just
during or shortly after government service. The
undeniable example of prior restraint was to extend even to works of fiction. In addition to the
prohibition on writing or speaking about
classified matters, the administation proposed to
expand use of lie detector tests in an effort to find
and plug leaks.

by s.c. van curon

Gov. Collins needs 40 votes to pass tax bill
FRANKFORT — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins seems to have failed
to create a close working relationship with the legislature and is now
struggling for support to pass her
tax package.
A great portion of the $244 million
additional she is asking for would
go to support her education program which dominated her election campaign and is the backbone
of her legislative package.
She has called on educators to
put pressure on their representatives, made appearances before
special groups and is appealing

though the news media, but a check
with House members last week indicated her appeal is having little
effect. All 100 members of the
House must run for electior. this
year and they don't want to face
the voters on a pledge to increase
taxes.
A news story last week showed
the legislative leadership was indifferent to her cause and said
there wasn't enough support then
to pass the measure.
Many legislators who supported
her feel like they are pledged to a
no additional tax policy since that

SENATOR HART,ARE YOU REALLY
AS VAGUE AND AMBIVALENT
ON NE155UE5 A5 YOUR
CRITICS CHARGE?

was one of the major issues she
made during her campaign in
which she stressed experience,
knowledge of government, and that
no increases in taxes would be
necessary.
Many dislike the pressure her administration it trying to press upon
them through their constituents
and special interest groups. Some
are claiming that her administration has encouraged and indeed
procured opposition to them in the
primary because they have not
supported her tax proposals.
The independent status Gov.

WELLIES
AND NO...

Now President Reagan has announced that he
will not attempt to enforce those measures after
April 15. Congress, by resolution, had delayed
the start of the president's program until that
date. According to White House spokesman
Larry Speakes, the administration and Congress
have held negotiations on development of a
system to protect governmental secrets and
safeguard individual rights. There are reports
that the administration's curbs was influenced
by concern that the proposed requirements
would become an issue in the Senate hearings on
the nomination of White House Counselor Edwin
Meese as attorney general.
Whatever Mr. Reagan's reasons, he was wise
to abandon his disastrous course. Sen. Thomas
Eagleton, D-Mo., said that Mr. Reagan's program struck at the heart of the ability of
the
public to be informed." The American Society of
Newspaper Editors rightly called the proposed
requirement "peacetime censorship of a scope
unparalled in this country since the adoption
of
the Bill of Rights." The Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi declard that the
regulations would "give the administration in
power unprecedented control over the First
Amendment freedoms of present and former
government officials."
True, journalists have a special interest in information issues. Nevertheless, it is fair to say
that the Reagan administration's propos
als
would have threatened citizens' ability to know
and comment upon the doings of government officials past and present.
There are some genuine national security interests. But the need to protect those interests
does not justify overkill — exemplified by the stringent requirenents that Mr. Reagan proposed
and now sensible has abondoned.
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& Times.
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John Young Brown Jr. allowed the
legislature seems to be enlarging
the alienation between the governor's office and the legislature.
As one of the key staff members
said last week, the governor
doesn't have roads, bridges, and
other state projects to promise
them for their support on her program. Her staff claims they don't
have the money and the governor is
threatening the legislators indirectly through her public prononcements that many state services will have to be cut if the tax
bill isn't passed.
None of this is escaping the attention of those strongly opposed to
the tax increases, and they claim
the state could live within a continuing budget with natural growth
of about six percent per year.
One Jefferson County legislator
asked, "Why should we support increased taxes when our schools
will get very little of it?" He said
several other counties are in the
same position since a large part of
the new money would go to the
poorer counties under the Powever
Equalization program for
education.
While the $5,000 yearly increase
In salaries she gave her cabinet
members when she became governor amounts to little in a $9 billion
budget, legislators feel many of
their constituents don't see it that
way, particularly those in the low
income group.
She needs 40 votes to pass her tax
bill and this 40 must be in the
plurality. With 100 members, a
40-39 vote would pass it, but this
would mean 21 members being absent or not voting. So, it seems
should must muster more than 40
votes.

looking back

letter to the editor

Hazardous Duty Retirement issue addressed
To The Editor:
Dear Mr. Jack Wood,
My heart is heavy over the evil
murder of your friend Patricia
Ross. Many are grieved and carry
a heavy burden at the loss of a good
lady who pared; she was well-liked
by the inmates at K.S.P. and they
share this sorrow. I was with you in
prayerful spirit, as were many inmates, when you buried your
friend. And we continue to pray for
God's blessings inside-the-wall and
on the streets.
May your request for the
Hazardous Duty Retirement issue be
considered seriously. Society too
often
is in-the-dark on justice
and injustice that fills others lives
daily. I

care. As Christians it is our duty
and God-given privilege to
respond.
But what -millions of dollars
spent for the benefit of the inmates'?? And what "changes
made our tasks Wile consuming
and more difficult and
dangerous"? Is inmates $.25 or .40
pay per day and the two motel size
bars of soap issued per month
amounting to millions? Don't deny
such small necessities to these men
who already suffer. Cut backs here
cannot make a difference money wise, to allow for the Hazardous
Duty Retirement benefits. Look to
stop State Officials from voting
themselves big salary increases

when they already enjoy expense
accounts. Millions?
State officials, penitentiary officers and inmates should receive
just pay for services. Even more
important than money, we are talking of human rights and dignity of
everyone's life which cannot be
measured in dollars.
Please, Mr. Wood, know that
your loss is not ignored; and we are
now made aware of your need of
support in an important job. God
bless.
Henriella Montgomery
1504 Tabard Drive
Murray. Ky. 42071
753-7419

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: We have a
women's circle that meets once a
month and, along with our studies
of the Bible, we also discuss other
things which have a direct bearing
on our lives. We have recently been
discussing some of the retirement
programs, including social security and railroad retirement Can

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense. or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

you give us a comparison of the
survivor benefits paid under both
systems? P.T.
ANSWER: Survivor benefits are
generally higher if payable by the
railroad retirement Board rather
than social security. Those awarded by the Board in fiscal year 1983
to widows and widowers of
railroaders averagOd $520 a month,
compared to about $380 under
social security.
Both the railroad retirement and
social security systems provide a
lump-sum death benefit to help pay
burial expenses. But, the railroad
retirement lump-sum benefit is
generally payable only if survivior
annuities are not immediately due
upon an employee's death. The
social security lump-sum benefit
may be payable regardless of
wheather monthly beDefits are also
due. Under social seetirity law, the

— - -lunip-sum benefit is $255, while
under railroad retirement the
lump-sum can be over $1,100 if the
employee had completed 10 years
of service before 1975.
The railroad retirement system
also provides a residual lump-sum
death payment which, in effect, insures that the railroad family
receives at least as much in
benefits as the employee paid in
railroad retirement benefit paid
based on the deceased employee's
railroad credits and for any survivor benefits paid by either the
Board or the Social Security Administration. In general. if an
employee had recieved railroad
retirement benefits for a few years
before death. the benefit payments
would be greater than the railroad
retirement taxes the employee
paid; consequently. a residual
benefit would not be payable.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Some folks find last Words intriguing, even if they are not always as
witty as those of the window cleaner
who slipped off the ledge and said,
as he passed the third floor on the
way down, "I'm all right so far."
Some last words are poetic, such
as those attributed to Genera
l
Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson during the American Civil War: "Let
us
cross over the river and rest under

the shade of the trees."
Some last words are bitter
.
, such
as those of the eighteenth-century
Austria emperor Joseph II: "Here
lies Joseph, who was tipsuccessful in
all his undertakings.'T
And some last words show slisdain
for death by their very matter-offactness. Such are the last words of
Socrates: "Crito, I owe a cosk to
Asclepius; will you remember to
pay the debt?"

Ten years ago
Harvey Ellis was presented the
1974 4-H Meritorious Service
Award at the Achievment and
Recognition Banquet of Calloway
County 4-H Council on March 15 at
First United Methodist Church.
Max Hurt of Kirksey, retired executive of Woodmen of the World,
was speaker at the annual banquet
of the four adult farmer classes of
Calloway County. taught by W.H
Brooks, at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Hosts for the dinner were Hutson
Chemical Co. and Ellis Popcorn
Co.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee Burkeen,
March 13. and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Paschall. March 15.
Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas, missionary from Malaysia. now home
on furlough, spoke at a meeting of
the Arra Dunn Circle of Hazel
United Methodist Church Women
at the home of Mrs. Koska Jones.
Mrs. Laura Mayfield Of Rt. 1,
Farmington. will celebrate her
92nd birthday on March 27
Twenty years ago
The Lutherans have purchased
the Swann property at 15th and
Main Streets where a church
building will be constructed.
Elected as officers of the
Murray-Calloway Jaycees at a dinner meeting at Southside
Restaurant were Don Overbey.
Fred Wells, Bob Overbey, Gedric
PasChall, Paul Mansfield, Joe
Allbritten, Will Ed Bailey. .-N.B
Crass, Joe Dortch and Ronald
Talent.
The Sears Roebuck and Co
Catalog Sales Office opened today
in the Southside Manor Shopping
Center.
Carl Lockhart was elected as
president of the Men's Club of the
Lynn Grove Methodist Church. The
Rev. John Archer is church pastor.
A nurses aide training class will
begin early in April at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Elaine
Harvey will be the instructor.
Thirty years ago
The annual drive for the Kentucky Society of Crippled Children
started here yesterday, according
to Howard Olila and Jerry Dent,
co-chairmen of the Calloway County Drive:
Births reported include a girl to
Lt. and Mrs. Neil C. Demaree on
March 14.
Some 150 college students will attend the Kentucky Methodist Student Movement State Conference
at Murray State College. March
19-21.
Mrs. James Lassiter and Mrs.
Hugo Wikrn of VI
. urrayr were
models in a fashion show at
Konlake Hotel last Is4P%,
Pamela She Henke celebrated
her fifth birthday with a party at
her home, i.821 Poplar St., on
March 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dalton and
sons of Joppa, Ill., have been the
guests of relatives and friends
here.
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Outland-Brown wedding planned
Dr. and Mrs. James
Dale Outland, 1108 Circarama Dr., Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Sharon Kay,
to Darryl Thomas
Brown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Barkstell
Brown of Clinton, Tenn.
Miss Outland is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell
Outland of Murray and
of Eugene Darrow
Bodine and the late Mrs.
Bodine of Pearland,
Texas.
The bride-elect is a
1970 graduate of Murray
High School. She will
graduate from Murray
State University in May
of 1984 with a Bachelor
of Science degree in
nursing.
Mr. Brown is a 1977
graduate of Clinton
Senior High School,
Clinton, Tenn. He
presently is attending
Southern Technical Institute in Marietta, Ga.,
pursuing a Bachelor of
Science degree in electrical engineering.
The groom-elect also
attended the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville and served with the
United States Navy.
The vows will be
solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at 6:30
p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.

AT TABLE — Pictured are members and guests of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy at the luncheon table at the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles. They are, from left, Mrs. John Weaver, Paducah
chapter president, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Kentucky Division Recording Secretary, Mrs. Inez Claxton, chapter vice president, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Kentucky Division Recorder of Crosses, Mrs. John Livesay, Kentucky Division
President, Mrs. Tom Veazey, Mrs. Barbara N. Etter, Paducah, and Mrs. William Major, chapter president.
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Sharon Kay Outland
fiancee ofDarryl Thomas Brown
A reception will follow
at the Murray Woman's
Club House.

PARIS (API — Greek runs a Parisian modelshipping heiress ing agency and also has
AT LUNCHEON — Members and guests at meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Con- Christina Onassis was construction and
federacy were, from left, first row, Mrs. Inez Claxton, Mrs. Barbara Etter, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, second row, married Saturday for import-export interests.
Mrs. William Major, Mrs. Tom Veazey, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. John Livesay, Mrs. Hess Crossland, back row, the fourth time, this
Miss Onassis is the onMrs. N.A. Ezell, Dr. Halene Visher, Mrs. William Barker, Mrs. John Turner, Dr. Mildred Hatcher and Mrs. time to a 31-year-old ly' surviving child of
Timothy Graves.
French businessman, in Greek shipping
a 20-minute civil
ceremony.
The marriage of Miss
Onassis, 33, and Thierry
LONDON
AP
—
Roussel was attended Prime Minister
The J.N
Williams Dy her daughter, Mrs. It was opened with the honored to have as by about 20 people at the Margaret Thatcher,
Chapter of the United rom Veazey of Decatur, pledge to the American visitors, Mrs. John mayor's office in the known for her conserDaughters of the Con- Ala., served a and Kentucky flags and Weaver, president of the fashionable 7th District. vative garb, says she
federacy met Wednes- "Southern Luncheon" a salute to the Con- Paducah Chapter, and
The bride, one of the dresses to "look right
day, Feb. 15, at 11:30 which, Mrs. Gingles, a federate flag.
Mrs. Barbara Nance Et- richest women in the for Britain" but thinlis
a.m. at the home of Mrs. woman approaching her
Mrs. Major read the ter of Paducah Chapter. world, wore a white suit it's "marvelous" her
Fred Gingles. Farmer 90th birthday cooked
year's report from the
Others attending were and blouse.
country has a fashionAvenue.
state president, Mrs. Mrs. N. A. Ezell, Mrs.
and served.
It was the first mar- setter like Princess
Mrs. Gingles, assisted
The hostess, Mrs. John Livesay of Mur- William Barker, Mrs. riage for Roussel, who Diana.
Gingles, also presented ray, who told about the Timothy Graves, Mrs.
the program on "Arts state and national ac- Hess Crossland, Mrs.
tivities of the UDC.
Inez Claxton and Mrs.
and Crafts."
A donation was made Douglas Shoemaker.
The head table was
The chapter will meet
decorated and covered to the Children of the
with an cloth, crocheted Confederacy to assist Wednesday, March 20,
by Mrs. Gingles. Her the national convention at 1:30 p.m. in the home
display also included to be held this summer of Mrs. William Barker.
some pictures she had in Lexington.
Dr. Keith Heim will be
The chapter was the speaker.
painted as well as others
made from dried
flowers and also from
hair.
Mrs. Gingles spoke
about books she had
centrai center 753-3314 assisted in publishing
and of over 1,000 people
DEAR ABB : "Serious in Laguna Beach" could have
she had assisted in their
been written ti,,y my husband. I simply detest having sex,
SANTA ROSA, Calif. and the scientific com- especially n
search for family
that we are older. I was never too fond of
(API— A Roman m u n it yis sex in my younger years, but now I think it's revolting.
records.
(I'm 68 and my husband is 69.)
The chapter business Catholic priest-scientist deteriorating."
The Music Is
I have never refused my husband, but he knows how I
session was conducted says the relationship
On His Side.
The Rev. Robert P. feel about sex and he doesn't bother me very often. I
by Mrs. William Major. "between the church
Brungs, physics pro- thank God for such a kind and understanding husband.
I offered to give him a divorce, but he said he loves me
fessor at the University
and doesn't want one. He also said he didn't want to take
of
St.
Louis,
told
a
conRY TUESDAY 5
a chance on another woman—she might deny him sex all
ference of scholars this the time.
week that the church
He's not very demanding, so I try to accommodate him
has not adequately in- now and then. I really do love him.
FRIGID IN VIRGINIA
tegrated scientific
views into its own world
DEAR FRIGID: A marriage between a frigid wife
view. He added:
and a kind and understanding husband who doesn't
"bother" her very often must have been made in
Ply Wei 111 Ear--11. Capes--11. Limit Azre#
"The church is not heaven. You are indeed lucky to have found each
having direct input into other.
how the stunning scientific advances will be
Across From MSU Stadium
used."
DEAR ABBY: I've enjoyed your column for many years.
chestnut at. 753-3314
Bishop Mark J.
It was so witty, with just the right answers to some very
Hurley of Santa Rosa real problems. Will you please return to those days and
hosted the conference, skip all the lectures and sermons you've been running of
with Archbishop Paul late?
Also, please let the Food and Drug Administration buy
Poupard of the
Vatican's Secretariat space in newspapers and medical journals to warn people
about combining drugs with certain foods, etc.
for Non -Believers
We need you as you were.
presiding.
MRS. D., LIBERTYVILLE, ILL

Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
All friends and relatives

are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.

Priest-scientist talks Undemanding Mate Favored
of church community By Wife Who Detests Sex
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magnate Aristotle
Onassis, who died in
1975, leaving behind a $1
billion empire. Miss
Onassis' only brother,
Alexander, died in a
plane crash in 1975.

Her last marriage, to
Soviet civil servant
Sergei Kauzov, ended in
divorce less than two
years after they were
married in Moscow in
1978.

Thatcher talks about the fashions of Diana

By Abigail Van Buren
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Christina Onassis marries fourth husband

UDC luncheon held, Gingles' home
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30-Day Layaway — Visa — Mastercard
OPEN LATE BY APPOINTMENT

PARKER'S
Mayfield Shopping Plass 247-8449

"She obviously has a we need at a time when
tremendous sense of we've got a number of
adventure and fashion superb designers," the
and she likes change," prime minister said.
"I have to look right
Mrs. Thatcher, 58, said
of the 22-year-old for Britain. I have to
princess in a radio feel comfortable and
know that it looks right
interview.
"To have a fashion- for me so that all my
setter like that is mind can be concenContinued on page 5
marvelous ... just what
DEAR MRS. D.: To paraphrase Abraham Lincoln:
You may please all of the people some of the time,
and some of the people all of the time, but you can't
please all of the people all of the time.
Thanks for writing. I learn more from criticism
than I do from praise.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago I read a letter in your
column from a grieving son. In it was this line: "If I could
turn back the clock, I would buy my mom the new coat
she needed so badly and take her anyplace she wanted to
go."
Please print it again. Someone I know needs to be reminded that he has a mother.
YOUR FAN IN ARIZONA
DEAR FAN: Here it is:
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday was the saddest day of my life.
I buried my mother. And now many thoughts come to
mind that make me even sadder.
I recall the many times I meant to call her and ask if
there was anything she needed, but I seldom got around
to it.
I recall the day I ran into Mom in the bakery. Her
winter coat looked so shabby and worn, and I thought,
"Gee, I've got to take Mom downtown and buy her a new
coat." But I never found the time. I was too busy.
On her last birthday I sent her an azalea plant, but I
forgot to enclose a .card. I had wanted to get over to see
her, but there was a football game that day, so I never
made it.
The last time I saw Mom was at my cousin's wedding.
She looked so old and tired. I told myself, "I must send
Mom to Florida to visit her brother and get a little sun,"
but I just never got around to buying the tickets.
If only I could turn back the clock, I'd buy Mom that
coat and spend every birthday with her and take her
anyplace she wanted to go. But it's too late now and I am
heartsick.
Please print this letter. Maybe if I had seen one like it, I
would have done things differently.
GRIEVING SON
•* *

(Lonely? Get Abby's updated, revised and expanded
booklet, "How to Be Popular"—for people of all
ages. Send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
(37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.1

Sant
THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
We offer three daily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint form with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares .ore priced only
$10.00 higher than the fore from Nashville!
-- We sdil _work to find the best airline _
connections and lowest fart"' for each
passenger that we serve.
Lot vs save you time oftlf rnemerson your
next airline trip. Coll us at 489-2199 or see
your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative to
driving.
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Sloan will he speaker

Murray AA LTIV" 11111 meet

The Paducah Branch of the American Association of University Women will meet Thursday,
March 22, at 7 p.m. in Room 113, Fine Arts
Building, Paducah Community College. Bob
Sloan, director of Family Alternatives, Paducah,
a private agency working with people experiencing problems related to alcohol and drug abuse
or addiction, will present the program on
"Women and Alcoholism." For information call
Polly Redd at 1-443-0284.

Murray Branch of the American Association of
University Women will meet Tuesday, March 20,
at 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre of Murray.
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Sue
Parsons, president, urges all members to attend.

Headstart group will meet
Friends of Headstart will meet Tuesday,
March 20, at 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. All members and interested persons are
urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Music program planned
The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Tuesday,
March 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. "Yes,
You Can Enjoy Opera" will be the program to be
presented by Judy Henry, Vickie Travis and
Bobbie Weatherly. Hostesses will be Fay Nell
Flora, Barbara Lax, Judy Henry, Doris Rose,
Anne Doran, Barbara Brandon, Suzanne Doyle
and Sue Bazzell.

Colley finishes training
Pvt. Charles R. Colley, son of Howard E. and
Doris A. Colley, Rt. 7, Mayfield, has completed
basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C. During the
training he received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics,
military courtesy, military justice, first aid and
Army history and traditions. He is a 1979
graduate of Farmington High School.

Rainey 93

.2)ay

By
Rainey
Apperson

rooms.
Crowned by a one-acre
skylight — one of the largest
glass roofs in the world — the
Conservatory draws on an architectural tradition from 19th
century Europe.
The hotel's management feels
the Conservatory will become
one of Nashville's most talked
about features.
The Conservatory was designed by architectural experts who
visited conservatories in
England. Scotalnd. Italy and
Canada.
Before construction was
finished in late 1983. hotel horticulturist Hollis Malone spent
months hand-picking thousands
of tropical ornamental plants for
the indoor garden.
Approximately 8,000 plants
representing 212 species are in
the Conservatory. Because the
roof in places is 110 feet above
the garden's floor, there is room
for towering palms and banana
trees as well as the smaller
plarktiyou would expect.
Months before opening,
Malone and his staff of 1Mbegan
landscaping the Conservatory.
Some of the taller plants were
put in place before construction
was completed.
Today, there are waterfalls,
rocky coves and terraces surrounded with thick clusters of
foliage and a sprinkling of
flowers. There are winding
walkways and a ravine where
flowing water creates a naturallooking creek in a tropical
paradise.
The Conservatory's staff has
developed a precise drip irrigation system that allows many
plants to be watered slowly over
the course of several hours. The
soil is a special mixture of pine,,
peat and sand developed
specifically for the
environment.
Highlighting the Conservatory
is a 72-foot -tall fountain/sculpture piece, the Crystal
Gazebo, that will eventually be
covered with foliage. The Conservatory also includes a,
southern-themed restaurant
called Rhett's.

Foster home needed

The following item on
but not before that weakness is
, "Idleness" may give you food
put into action. When you're
Ifor thought. The Green River
pushed and frustrated and
The Department for Social Services presently
'Comprehensive Care Center
sometimes defeated, you have
is seeking a home for a 16-year-old white male.
provided this information.
the opportunity to learn. Only
He needs a foster family where he would either
• • •
then is there a chance to
be the only child or the youngest child in the
"I suppose that you can divide
accomplish.
family. The parents should be very strong emopeople in three groups. Those
"Sterling W. Sill once said,
tionally in order to help him deal with his past exwho know where they're going, 'Effort and struggle are the
periences. He is a healthy, bright boy and Makes
those that don't and those that
ways by which we achieve. Life
good grades in school, according to Gail Blalock
don't particularly care. It's this is never meant to be just a
of the Social Services.
last group that I'd like to
pleasure trip or a downhill ride.
Foster Parents are reimbursed for the cost of
discuss. The one that suffers It's an uphill journey. Its a
caring for children placed in their home. If you
from inertia.
conquest'."
feel you could be the family for this young man
"One of the natural laws that
• • •
or a youngster similar to him, please call the
everyone
affects
and
everything
Isn't
this
little
poem great'?"
Department for Social Services at 753-5362.
states that lack of use, in any
Handling What
area, results in loss of use and
Life Hands You
death. More specifically, if you
Life may hand you health
tie up an arm and stop using it, it
With energies to spare,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carrico, 1513 Glendale
soon becomes lifeless. On the
It may present you knowledge
Rd., Murray, are the parents of a son, Joel
other hand if you exercise that
Enough great things to dare,
Patrick, weighing seven pounds three ounces,
arm more than usual, it
It may place before you
born on Thursday, March 8, at the Western Bapbecomes stronger and grows.
fortune
tist Hospital, Paducah. They have one daughter,
"This law governs every area
A bit more than your share,
Jill Michelle, 4, and another son, Justin Thomas,
in our life — our physical. menBUT
11 months.
tal, spiritual, social and perLife may hand you trouble
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Ed
sonality development. If you
With a fist that's made of
Sholar, Rt. 3, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. John L.
want to remain healthy than you steel,
French, Fancy Farm. A paternal greathave to remain active. Running
It may load you down with
grandmother is Mrs. Mae Carrico, Green Acres
water purifies itself, but stag- handicaps
Personal Care Home, Mayfield. A maternal
nant water becomes impure.
With which it's hard to deal,
great-grandmother is Mrs. Thelma Sholar, also
The same rule applies to a slugYET
of Green Acres Home.
gish body or an inactive brain. If
Whatever comes of health or
you don't use it, you lose it.
sickness,
"There are any number of
Of trouble or sorrow too,
reasons why people become inRemember that what matters
active and consequently lose
most
that which they already have or
Is how you handle what life
Tuesday, March 20
Tuesday, March 20
never attain what they might. hands you!
p.m. at Calloway Public will meet at 7 p.m. at
One of the biggest reasons
— The Scribbler 1973 Mrs.
Library.
Commerce Centre.
seems to be that many_ are Ethel Helton, a resident of
unable to see the difference bet- King's Daughters for some
Murray Assembly No.
temporary setbacks- and years now and a Deaconess
ween
21
March
Wednesday,
19 Order of the Rainbow
permanent falure. They suc- Emeritus of our church).
J.N. Williams Chapter
for Girls will meet at 7
• • •
cumb to the law of idleness. It
of United Daughters of
p.m. at lodge hall.
has to be remembered that sucIn addition to the myriad atthe Confederacy will
cess must be sought after. The tractions at the Opryland theme
Murray Optimist Club meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
fact that it's difficult to achieve park at Nashville, Term., there's
is scheduled to meet at home of Mrs. William
makes it that much more another brand new attaction
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Barker.
valuable.
elsewhere at the Opryland USA
Family Restaurant.
"The
opposition
law
of
entertainment
states
complex — a twoHazel and Douglas
that it's necessary for us to over- acre indoor tropical paradise at
Centers
will
be
open
Free blood pressure
come obstacles in order to grow. the Opryland Hotel.
tests will be given from from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Once you understand the need
That bit of tropical wonder is
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray for activities by senior
obstacles
life,
for
in
growth
your
the
Conservatory, a gigantic
Seventh-day Adventist citizens.
begins much more quickly. "people place" that connects
Church.
Strength grows from weakness, two new six-story wings of guest
Ladies day luncheon
Senior citizens ac- will be served at noon at
tivities will be at 9:30 the Oaks Country Club.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
"Gideon's Trumpet"
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas will be the film shown
SANTA MONICA,
Centers; from 10 a.m. to by Zeta Phi Chapter of
Jackson, ivho won an male and female perPi Sigma Alpha national Calif. (AP) — Adding unprecedented eight formers in new TV
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
political science
yet another honor to the Grammy Awards as programs.
"Return of the Jed',"
Mothers Morning Out honorary fraternity at 8 long list garnered since well as an unwill be at 9 a.m. at First p.m. in Barkley Lecture the release of his precedented eight the third segment of the
United Methodist Room, Curris Center, record -breaking American Music "Star Wars" movies,
Murray State "Thriller" album, Awards in the past two was named favorite moChurch.
University.,
singer Michael Jackson months, also won the tion picture, and
---was named all-around favorite music video "Flashdance ... What A
Churchwide skating
Methodist Men of male entertainer of the award for the 14-minute, Feeling," from the
party for Memorial
Baptist Church will be First United Methodist year in the 10th annual $1.2 million "Thriller" movie "Flashdance,"
was favorite song or
at 6 p.m. at Rolle Church will meet at 6:30 People's Choice awards. film.
p.m. in social hall of
Barbra Streisand and
Meryl Streep was theme from a motion
Skating of Murray.
church
Barbara Mandrell named favorite motion picture.
shared all-around picture actress, Tom
Singles Class will
female entertainer Selleck of "Magnum,
meet at 7 p.m. in old ofhonors, the fifth Peo- P.I." won favorite male
fice building of Seventh
ple's Choice award for TV performer and Linand Poplar Church of
HOUSTON (AP) — each.
WASHINGTON (AP )
da Evans of "Dynasty"
Christ.
Mayor Kathy Whitmire
Winners also tied in won favorite female TV — Construction of new
Week of Prayer pro- has been paid the two other categories of performer. It was the homes surged 11.2 perultimate compliment. awards announced in
gram by First Baptist
a third award for Selleck cent in February to the
highest level in almost
Church Women will be An adult toy store is live telecast on CBS and Miss Evans.
at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of marketing a Whitbear, from Santa Monica
Other honored per- six years, the Coma Whitmire lookalike Civic Auditorium.
church.
formers were Kenny merce Department
dressed in the style of
The awards were bas- Rogers, who picked up reported Friday.
The department said
Mark Thonpson will the city's first woman ed on a special Gallup his fifth People's Choice
Poll survey in which award by winning that work on new houses
present a free trombone mayor.
For $250, toy buyers members of the general favorite country music in February was started
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine can get copies of a public are asked their performer, and actress- at a seasonally adjusted
Arts Center, Murray limited edition stuffed opinions" on television, model Brooke Shields, annual rate of 2.2
huggable that comes movies and music.
State University.
who earned favorite million units, the best
complete with Jordache
Burt Reynolds col- young motion picture showing since the same
Murray High School glasses, hazel eyes and lected his eighth Peo- performer honors, her rate in April 1978.
It marked the second
Student Council In- the famed business suit ple's Choice award, fourth award.
Mr. T of the "A - straight month that
tramural Basketball and bow tie favored by sharing favorite motion
picture actor honors Team" and Madeline housing construction,
games will be from 6 to 9 the mayor.
Roy Cameron, owner with Clint Eastwood, Kahn of "Oh, Madeline" one of the key elements
p.m.
of Critters, an adult toy who earned his second were named favorite In the economy, has
store, said sisters Suzy award.
Murray Branch of Stewart and Jo Anna
In the favorite televiAAUW will meet at 7 Meredith plan to make
sion drama category.
p.m. at Commerce only 25 of the Whitbears.
prime-time soap opera
Centre.
Profits will go to the "Dynasty" shared the
Houston Zoo, Cameron honor with police drama
Friends of Headstart said.
"Hill Street Blues."

Joel Patrick Carrico horn

Community events listed
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Monday, March 19
Professional
Secretaries International will meet at 7
p.m. at Commerce Centre at Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce.
• ---Murray Unit of National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists will
meet at Judy and
Sheri's Beauty Salon at
7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
County Chorus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in choir
room of First United
Methodist Church.
Bluegrass CB Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a dinner for
members and guests at
6:30 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State
University.

Tuesday, March 20
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-CIO and
other locals will have a
potluck supper at 5:30
p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of First Christian
Church.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
Music Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
K-100 Happy Hoopers
will play Woods Hall
Council in a basketball
game at 7 p.m. in North
Gym, Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
Chapter I Parent Advisory Councils from
Murray City Schools
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Murray Middle School
Library.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon is scheduled for an
area potluck dinner at 7
p.m. and a speaker at 8
p.m. For information
Murray Christian
call 753-0061, 762-3399, Women's Club will have
753-7764, 753-5094 or a "Tater Day" luncheon
753-7663.
at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Meeting to plan reunion of 1974 class of
First of four spring
Murray High School will coffees for Murray State
be at 7 p.m. in high University Women's
school cafeteria.
Society will be at home
Revelation Seminar
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.
Adult Sunday School
Leaders of First Baptist
Church will mee at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of church.
Memorial Baptist
Church will have an
organizational meeting
for Men's Softball Team
at 7 p.m. at church.

ON

Exhibition of works
by Roger Shimomura
will open at Clara M.

led
all
Ped
to:

Thatcher...

MMIMEN

Monday, March 19
Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Continued from page 4
trated on meeting people and what I have to
say," said Mrs. Thatcher, who was holding a
reception at her Downing Street residence for
designers as part of
British Fashion Week.

of Dee Gantt.
Churchwide Skating
Party for First Baptist
Church will e from 6 to 8
p.m. at roller Skating of
Murray.
Murray Moose Lodge
will have regular
meeting and enrollment
at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
Social Security
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.
Murray-Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will
sponsor a forum on
Health Care Cost at 7:30
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Artcraft Photography
Wedding Ilhotogra)hs
Custom Fra m nig
Film l'rocessing
118 South it St, 753-0035

People's Choice awards presented
In TV show
categories. "Three's
Company" was favorite
comedy, "Webster"
favorite new comedy.
"Hotel" favorite new
drama, "The Thorn
Birds" favorite new
miniseries, "A-Team"
favorite overall new
program and "Sesame
Street" favorite
children's program.

More homes being built

Mayor honored

shown unusual strength.
The February increase
surprised many
analysts who had
predicted that the
strong January pace
could not be sustained.
In fact, the department revised its
estimate of January upward to 1.98 million
units from the original
1.92 million units, putting the January increase at 16.6 percent
over the depressed
levels in December,
when unusually cold
weather hurt the construction industry.

It's Time for Shorts and Swimsuits...
Are You Thin Enough for It??

1/1/ i 11
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Poplar Spring Baptist Church
March 18-21
Sunday
Worship
Services
11:00 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
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Monday.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
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Diet Center is celebrating it's third anniversary March 26. In honor of the occasion we're rolling back the clock to 1981
prices — just $27 a week for a 6 week
program.
This special is for new and former
Dieters alike. Bring this ad to the Diet
Center and get in on the savings while you
lose 17 to 25
pounds in 6 weeks
Cl4fr
DIET)
CENTER

Mon -Frr 7AM-12 30
2:30-5:30
Counselor Sandy
Sat. 10-Noon
753-0020
*4
%
Offer Good Thru April 2, 1984
Hwy. 641 N. The Village
Counselor Patty

Evangelist
Steve Hale

Ronnie Adams,
Pastor
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Calloway director attends PCA conference
More than 650 directors and executive officers from Production
Credit Association
(PCAs) met in
Louisville, Kentucky.
March 7-8 for the

PCA/Federal Intermediate Credit Bank
of Louisville (FICB ) annual stockholders
conference.
Charles Magness,
president of the Jackson

Purchase PCA, said 2
executive officers and
six directors from the
local PCA attended the
conference. They were:
directors - Jimmie
Stephens, Chairman,

Hickman County;
Thomas L. Wilson, ViceChairman, Carlisle
County; David Leonard,
Graves County; Will Ed
Hendon, MarshallCalloway Counties;

FmHA loan deadline approaching
The Farmers Home
Administration
(FmHA) is reminding
farmers in Calloway
and Marshall counties
that April 9, 1984, is the
deadline to apply for
disaster emergency
loans covering produition losses caused by the
1983 drought and high
temperatures.
FmHA County Supervisor, Ron Nelson, said
a 6-month period for

TRACTOR SAFETY — The 4-H tractor safety project recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Chester's
antique tractor collection. Those visiting the
Chester's were: Michael Ross, Jimmy Stabler, Van
Pitman, Mark Sallin, Dwain McKinney. Michael
Winters, Kelly Martin, Heath Crouch, Bobby Washer,
Marty Johnson, Michael Palmer, Justin Kelso and
Ben Watkins. The leaders for the project were Jim
and Judy Stahler. (Pictured below) Gene Darnell,
Stokes Tractor Company was the instructor for the
tractor safety class. The event was held at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.

receiving applications million more are being work at and rely on farming for a substantial
will expire on that date. processed.
FmHA,a Department part of their living and
The agency will continue to receive applica- of Agriculture agency, are U.S. citizens, or to
tions for loans based on makes disaster farming partnerships,
production loss until emergency loans to corporations or
April 9, 1984.
farmers who cannot find cooperatives in which
Nelson reported that other sources of credit U.S. citizens hold a moFmHA has approved 35 needed to restore opera- jority interest.
The agency serves
farm emergency loans tions to normal. Loans
in the counties totaling must be based on Calloway and Marshall
$1.2 million for recovery substantial loss from counties through its offrom that period of the designated disaster. fice at 104 North 5th
damaging weather. Ap- Eligibility extends to Street, in Murray,
plications for about $1 recognized farmers who Kentucky.

James Wilson, BallardMcCracken Counties;
and Charles Roberts,
Fulton County; and
Tommy Murphey,
Senior Vice President.
The meeting is the annual conference of the
Fourth District
FICB/PCA system,
which serves 109,770
member/borrowers in
Indiana, Kentucky,
Ohio, and Tennessee.
Thirty-six PCAs loaned

more than $1.9 billion to
farmers in these four
states in 1983.
The Jackson Purchase PCA serves
Graves, Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton,
Ballard, McCracken,
Marshall and Calloway
counties and has
$50,509,485 in loans
outstanding. In 1983, the
association served 2116
members with short and
intermediate -term
credit.

GO BACK
0 H.

Farm income may increase sharply
WASHINGTON (AP)
— For the second year
in a row, the net income
of farmers in 1983 was
less than American consumers spend on bread
wrappers, cereal boxes,
milk cartons and other
packages that contain
the food sold in grocery
stores.
According to
Agriculture Department economists, food
packaging the last two
years averaged about
$24 billion annually. Net

farm income dropped to
$22.1 billion in 1982 and
probably was about $22
billion in 1983.
Prospects for this
year indicate farm income may gain sharply,
according to USDA
forecasters, thereby exceeding what it costs to
package the American
food supply.
Food prices are expected to increase an
average of 4 percent to 7
percent in 1984, com-

pared to a 2.1 percent
gain in 1983, the
smallest annual increase in 16 years.
Department economists
currently think the 1984
gain may be at the lower
end of the forecast,
around 4 percent.
The packaging cost
was noted in a recent
analysis by the department's Economic
Research Service.
Overall, packaging accounted for nearly 8 percent of the $312 billion

consumers spent on U.S.
farm-produced food last
year, a $13 billion increase from 1982.
Farmers received $84
billion or 27 percent of
the 1983 food expenditure as gross receipts
for the raw products
that went into the
marketing pipeline,
about the same as in
1982. The gross receipts
do not, however, reflect
farmers' production
costs.

Wheat farmers face tough economic decisions
WICHITA. Kan. 1API
— Bob Dvorak and Bud
Yearout. farming
neighbors in the top
wheat producing county
in Kansas, are grappling with one of the biggest economic decisions
they'll have to make this
ea-r
They're trying to
decide whether to
harvest the wheat they
have already planted. or
to participate in the
federal government's
acreage reduction program and cut it down.
Last year, Dvorak put
all of his SOO Sumner
County wheat acres into
the program and its new
brother. Payment in
Kind. In return for not
harvesting wheat, the
government paid
Dvorak about 33.5
bushels per acre, which
was 93 percent of his
36-bushel per acre fiveyear average yield.
Dvorak also was
allowed to cut for silage
or let his cattle graze
out the wheat he had
agreed not to harvest.
Besides his PIK
bushels. Dvorak, 56,
qualified for other
federal program
benefits, 'including a
cash payment for taking
some of his acres out of
production.
government-backed
-crovi loans and deficiency payments.
About two miles away
from Dvorak's operation, Yearout chose to
harvest his grain 'last
year. He received no
federal benefits but
figerred he would be way
ahead. He figured
wrong.
Yearout, 51. expected

his 640 acres of wheat to
make a whopping 60
bushels per acre. Instead, he got yields of
30-32 bushels. The heads
on his wheat stalks looked plump and: full, but
plant disease kept the
kernels from
developing.
For the past 14 years
Yearout has supplemented his farm income by trucking grain.
He had that to fall back
on last year..
Dvorak taught school
for about 25 yeai-s. When
he quit that second job
several years ago, he
began diversifying his
farming. Because cattle
prices are holding up
and Dvorak is raising
more cattle than he used
to. he is keeping his
finances level.
What Dvorak and
Yearout are weighing
this year are the potential benefits the government' is offering compared with how well
they think they can do if
they stay out of the pro-

grams. Both agree the
scaled-down PIK program isn't attractive —
it has tougher requirements, no haying
and grazing provisions
and a maximum
payback of 75 percent of
a farmer's average'
yield.
The traditional
lereage reduction pro-

gram is more attractive
to them. It guarantees a
deficiency payment of
as much as $1.15 per
bushel for setting aside
30 percent of theirland.
To reach their decisions, Dvorak and
Yearout will consider
production costs, since
they have already
planted the wheat they

Southern States
Shelton Irrigation
Equipment
Demonstration
at the
Rick Murdock Farm
10 A.M. Tuesday
March 20
For More information Call
753-1423

Don't Risk Your Farm.
As a farmer, you have the problem of protecting yourself from all types'
of losses to valuable farm property or possibly loss of the farm itself
because of a large liability settlement
Give us a call today. We'll sit down with you and design a sound
insurance program that provides the protection you need for your farming
operation.

Purdom, Thurman
and McNutt
I53-4451

407 Maple
South Side — Court Sq.

Dan McNutt

"E-Z RAIN" Irrigation Equipment is
designed to fit any type irrigation problem. A variety of sizes and the best price
on the market makes "E-Z RAIN" a good
sound investment. See us today about
your irrigation needs and our discounts.
Your local "E-Z RAIN" dealer is Coles
Construction Company, Inc., Rt. 4, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3897. For nights
753-5448 or 759-1889.

You Are Cordially
Invited To A
Display Of
Irrigation Equipment
Sponsored By Your
Texgas Dealer,
March 22, 1984
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Refreshments
Railroad Ave.
Murray, Ky. 42071
*753-1823*

1934 — 1954

oion.tMcKeel Equipment Co.
rersary
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3042_
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

Consistent
performancethat
givesyouabigger
cutoftheearnings.
That's why you need this New Breed Tki hybrid—for
a bigger cut of the earnings year after year. And
that's why a lot of farmers are already banking on
G-4522, our #1 selling hybrid. High yields, along
with strong ear retention and strong stalks and
roots make it a consistent performer. So if you're
looking for a hybrid to deliver a bigger cut of the
earnings,look to G-4522.See me for your ordersoon.
TM MIMI.II WMnib
wirwiobso%
tag Mega NINO MI 41 Fmk;
Nig a a OW GI OaMan ol rata Ogre"

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
Industrial Road

753-5378

Southern States

Sponsored by

ABI Irrigation Company
& Three County Tractor of McKenzie

Vegetable Seed Day

Irrigation, Can You Afford Not To Have It?

This is a question lots of farmers have asked themselves after the drought of 1983.

Friday, March 23
Specials that day:

What Con You Expect From Irrigation As A West Tennessee or West Kentucky Farmer?

The answer to this question and any other questions concerning irrigation can be found by attending the meeting scheduled for March 20 with a dinner beginning at 6:00 p.m. with meeting
following at:

Vegetable Seed 33Y3% Off
Starks Brothers Fruit Trees 20% Off
Jackson-Perkins Roses 20% Off
Bag Fertilizer 50 Off Per Bag

Three County Tractor Company
Hwy. 22 N • McKenzie, TN
See Three County for all your irrigation needs. We also have
new & used high pressure aluminum pipe.
Speaker will be Dr. Vaignaur, Univorsity
of Tonnassoo; arid Mr. Ian Flowarday and Mr.
,Pat Pruner from Irrifrance Co. of
Villa Rico, Moores. For monoinforemotion call: 1-800-221-6$41 or ,
901-352-5366.

AI

OKUBOTA'

Nothing like it on earth'

would have to destroy.
about $43 an acre in fixLooking at 74 farms in - ed costs and $12 an acre
an 11-county area of for land, making the
south central Kansas — total cost of production
the top hard red winter approximately $428.
wheat-producing region
If prices fall to the
in the nation — Kansas $3.30 per bushel level
State University farm some analysts are
management experts predicting, the farm
determined farmers management analysis
pay variable input costs shows a loss of about $3
of about $73 per acre, an acre.

Irrigation Meeting - March 20

irrigation

Slow sots can go bask and tank without touclung the gearahtft Become tbe
Kubota 1275 has a manual shuttle-shift So row.e'er have to hunt through an
H pattern to find. slower IC,en< gear
Kuboia's manual shuttle-shag do,,,,for sou Jun depress the clutch and
pull the lever The tractor hacks up %nth 90% on,forward speed
The 1275 also features.23 Fro hp dint! engsne, Ire rear PTO, a 5.-potnt
Category I hob it. a sltdmg gear wok
tonstent mesh transmos ton and 2-or
4-wheel dnt
NO. Ott can go hack and forth
troth the greatest or en<

Ham Sandwiches and other
refreshments served til 2 p.m. by our
Farm, Home Advisory Committee
Ladies.
Industrial Rd.

753-1423
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Three residents killed on Kentucky's highways this weekend
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Three people died on
Kentucky highways
over the weekend, bringing the year's total to
113, state police said.
That is 14 fewer than on
March 18, 1983.
Stewart Wayne
Crider, 23, of Marion
died on U.S. 60 in Livingston County Sunday
morning when his car
flipped over after hitting a culvert, state
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Theaters

Ind *neater
"Unfaithfully Yours"
is one of those romantic
comedies in which rich
and successful New
Yorkers fall in and out
of love in rich and successful New York
settings.
This kind of comedy is
appealing, in part at
least, because of its
classy setting. It's like

an urban travelogue,
with camera pans of
Fifth Avenue shops and
apartments instead of
the Taj Mahal.
In this movie, we're
taken on a tour of the
Russian Tea Room; we
go backstage at
Carnegie Hall; and then
we have a nightcap at a
upper-crusty apartment
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Thomas Porter, 33, of
Elizabethtown. The
Porter vehicle collided
with one driven by
Louisville resident
Tonya Doyle,. 22. The
two drivers were
hospitalized in
Louisville.
A 16-year-old Lexington girl died Friday
in an automobile accident in Woodford
County.

police said
An Elizabethtown
man died in a two-car,
head-on collision on Dixie Highway Saturday
morning, Jefferson
County police said.
Allen Daniel Sutton,
29, died at the scene of
multiple injuries, Deputy Coroner Robert
Carter said.
Sutton was riding in a
vehiele driven by

JAYCEE CANDIDATES — Jeff Rogers (I) and Brad
Belcher (r), candidates for the presidency of the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees are pictured during
a recent debate held for the chapter. Moderating the
debate was Gary Harper (center), chairman of the
board.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraac.es Drake

Woodford County
police said Karla
Phelps, 18, of Lexington
died Friday after an accident on Old Frankfort
Pike. Police say she was
a passenger in a car
driven by Leah Ranier
of Midway.

and hit two trees. Miss
Phelps died at Woodford
County Memorial three

hours later from head
and chest injuries. Miss
Ranier was taken to St

Joseph Hospital with
multiple injuries,
Redmon said the girls

were on their way home
from the boys' state
basketball tournament.
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Patrolman Randy
Redmon said the car
ran off the road about 5
miles east of Versailles
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'Unfaithfully Yours'
is romantic comedy
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whose walls are hung
with pictures arranged
in arty groupings, with
plenty of pen and ink
sketches (done, no
doubt by one's dear
friends) semi-absracts,
and posters of theater
openings. The
characters in the movie
are as classy as the art
work: they kiss one
another on the lips instead of saying hello.
The plot is based on
one of the great stock
comedy situations: the
jealous old husband who
is cuckolded by the
clever young man -- a
plot that goes back at
least to the early Middle
Ages.

Dudley Moore -- and
most people find him as
cute as a puppy -you'll be pleased to see
that all of his patented
comic bits — t:- the leering, fumbling, and sputtering — — make
featured appearances.
And the plot is more inventive than I expected
In a particularly welldone sequence, we first
see Moore imagine the
murder of his wife and
her lover, and then we
see it as it actually happens. It's a good comic
device.
However, the print of
the movie I saw had a
muddy sound track, a
problem that was compounded by the foreign
Perhaps the situation
accents of all the major
is a touch too unsavory
characters, who are
as comic material in
Hungarian, French,
these gentler times. At
English, and Italian.
any rate, Dudley Moore
Nasta.ssja Kinski is not
Is not really a cuckold in
one of my favorite ac"Unfaithfully Yours";
tresses. And Dudley
he only thinks he is -Morre, who spent the
which is a way of being
whole of "Arthur" playinoffensive while leav- ing
a comic drunk,
ing the comic device
spends another fifteen
intact.
minutes playing a drunk
The movie is pretty in "Unfaithfully
good. I enjoyed the Yours"; he ought to
scenes that take place give it a rest.
backstage at Carnegie
"Unfaithfully Yours is
Hall (Moore plays a a mild R: brief shots of
symphony conductor), Kinski's brief breasts
where we see glimpses and a few adult situaof the lives of working tions. I give the movie a
musicians. If you like B-.

oring Sclo
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all Support can be Beautiful° bras
all No Body's Perfect* bras
all "Thank Goodness It Flts"• bras

*Sale includes all styles of
Playtex® bras and girdles.
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Man cited for DUI on tractor

FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1964
What kind of day will tomor- can be seu-sufficient. You'd
MADISONVILLE,
row be? To find out what the make a good physician and Ky. (AP) — Hopkins ding to a complaint.
"He was driving very,
stars say, read the forecast have a genuine interest in the District
Judge Charles very erratic," said
gives for your birth sign.
welfare of others. You're often Boteler Jr. ordered
a trooper Frankie
drawn to artistic pursuits, but
at times can worry too much nine-month Jail term for Latham.
ARMS
about finances. You're a pro- a man arrested for drivFranklin, whose
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA
Prospects improve career- gressive thinker and are quite ing a tractor while license was revoked for
wise, but expenses may intuitive. Good at telling under the influence of earlier drunken driving
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
mount. You should make stories, you would succeed as alcohol.
arrests, had since been
every effort to keep your ac- a writer. You have an interest
Lee Roy Franklin, 48, using the tractor for
Off Your First
9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
counts in order. Balance in theater and can also suc- was arrested on a state
transportation
,
Latham
brokerage.
ceed
in
Birth date
checkbooks.
Purchase
When
You
of: Michael Redgrave, actor. road near here by a said.
TAURUS
state trooper responOpen A Charge Account.
Boteler also fined
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tieR/7
Franklin $500 after he
Accent the positive in relations with others. Partners
pleaded guilty Monday.
share responsibilities, but
should do so with light heart.
GEMINI
S331licl•/SV1 S311ddflS 31IHM
S33111d•.I.SV1 S311ddrIS 31IHM GOOD S3311:1c1•1.SV1 S311ddlIS 31IHM ao o
(May 21 toJune 20)
CD
A new job opportunity may
0
mean an increased work load.
Family Size
Still, it's to your benefit. Dig in
C
New Store
and apply yourself. Throw off
NO
self-doubt.
Hours
CANCER
(Across from the First Methodist Church)
(June 21 to July 22)
,aP
\
Thru
Children are a source of
Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
5
happiness, but may require
Saturday
extra attention today. Be willcn
It' The Total
LU
8-7
ing to assist a romantic inMurray, Ky.
623 South 4th
$
terest with problems.
On The Tape
a.
LEO
Or Less a.
That Counts
(July 23 to Aug.22)
ci)
Make extra space at home
LU
to accommodate work needs.
Downy Fabric
Dawn Dish
Martha White
Charmin Bathroom
Unexpected company may
drop by. A parent asks for
your assistance.
VIRGO
0
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) VII.
0
After some lighthearted
moments, you'll settle down to
LU
serious intellectual work. An
C.)
invitation for good times
should be accepted.
a.
•
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
You may come into a cash
Or Less 5 Lb. Or Less 4 Roll Pkg.
Or Less 64 Oz.
Or Less 22 Oz.
5
bonanza, but be sure to put
some away for a rainy day.
LU
Turner Ice Cream 4 Qt. Pail $3.59
Bookkeeping and budgets
Reelfoot Bologna 1 lb. $1.29
should predominate.
a.
a.
SCORPIO
Turner
(Oct.23to Nov. 21)
Lynn Grove Large
V)
Red
Despite some happy news,
LU
you worry too much. Know the
difference between being selfdisciplined and being rigid.
SAGITTARIUS
_0440
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
"Saturday's the only day I have to handle my personal
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
0
business, and thanks to Edward D Jones & Co., its easy
Plus Deposit
Some edginess exists with a
0
My broker is free to discuss all of my investment needs
close he. Keep financial
that day and give me the personal attention I think I
moves under wraps for now.
$ 1 26
deserve.
UJ
. Use leisure time constructively. Avoid escapism.
Or Less
Doz.
Or Less 8 Oz. Cup 10 Lb.
•Plan my investment goals and objectives.
CAPRICORN
Or Less
Or Less
•
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vi
4.
Social prospects improve,
•Find out the latest conservative stock and
Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.08
Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. $1.19
but a friend is likely to ask a
bond investments suited to my needs.
.J
favor of you. A family
Wishbone
member is not in the mood for
Hi-Dri
•Learn more about the variety of conservaLU
company.
tive investment plans available.
AQUARIUS
a.
a.
(Jan. 20 toFeb. 18)
Doing business on Saturday Its just one more
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Confidentiality aids you in
important reason why I like Edward D• Jones & Co 1000 Island,
career matters, though details
Plus Deposit
Plus Deposit
about a project may need furItalian or French
ther work. Be tactful with
16 Oz. Bottles
superiors.
58
PISCES
X
0
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
/U
0
Travel Is a posidblft nom,.
0
but costs should be kept dam.
Or Less
Or Less
Less
You may renew an old friendV3
ship. Double-check legal
R. Randall Saladin
Shedd's Country Crock Margarine 3 Lb. $1.79
costs.
Reelfoot All Meet Wieners 12 Oz. 98s
522 West Main
YOU BORN TODAY are
diplomatic yet adventurous.
Randy Stalodin
502-753-7401
'PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*
You work well with others, but

Sullivan's
20%

Charge It At
Sullivans

I.K.T. Auto Parts
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a000

Come See Us...

We'll fix you up

504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

D&T

Monday

Warehouse Foods

Tide
Detergent

W'

...

598

if24Z

Softener Detergent
$ 1 57

"My Edward D. Jones & Co.
broker is open on Saturdays..
just to serve people like me
who don't have time during
the week!"

Sour
Cream

Flour

Tissue

960 780 960

Potatoes

Mt. Dew, Orange
Crush or Barq's
Root Beef

830

490 $1 58

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
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Eggs

Mello Yello
or Sunkist

$ 1 26
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Georgetown survives as only ranked team in West Regional
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Normalcy prevailed
for the most part in the
East, Mideast and
Midwest. In the wacky
West, though, outsiders
nearly staged a complete wipeout of the toprated teams.
When the weekend's
action in the NCAA
basketball tournament
was over, three of the
top four teams in the in
the East, Midwest and
Mideast advanced. Out
West. only Georgetown,
the top-seeded team and
second-ranked in the nation, managed to survive . . barely.
The Hoyas edged
Southern Methodist
37-36 on Sunday in a
defensive struggle that
wasn't decided until All, Aryerican Pat Ewing
.rped in a missed free
throw by Gene Smith
with 51 seconds left to
break a 34-34 tie.
Michael Jackson added
a free throw with eight
seconds to go and that
was enough for the
Hoyas to withstand Carl
Wright's 25-foot jump
shot with one second
left.
Georgetown, 30-3, advanced to the West
Regional in Los Angeles
for a meeting with No.
13 Nevada Las-Vegas on
Friday night. The Runnin' Rebels, 29-5, upset
No. 9 Texas-El Paso, the
fourth seed. 73-60 on
Saturday.
The other West
semifinal pits Pac-10 cochampion Washington,
24-6, against independent Dayton. 20-10. The
Huskies squeeked past
No. 14 Duke. the third
seed, 80-78 on Sunday,
and Dayton upended the
second-seeded team in
the West, No. 7
Oklahoma, 89-85. on
Saturday.
All the other regionals
went just about with
form. Top-ranked North
Carolina, No. 18

Bonus
Easier
Bunny

Syracuse, unranked Indiana and Virginia moved on in the East. Only
Virginia. 19-11, wasn't
among the four highest
seeds in the regional but
the Cavaliers

61 on Sunday. The day
before, No. 5 Houston
downed Louisiana Tech
77-69 and Memphis
State, rated 16th, ousted
No. 10 Purdue, the third•
ranked team in the

Kentucky plays
rival Louisville
in Mideast clash
eliminated eighth ranked Arkansas 53-51
Sunday in overtime. The
Razorbacks were seeded second in the East.
Virginia will play 23-8
Syracuse, which had little trouble knocking off
Virginia Com•
monwealth 78-63 in the
other East game Sunday. On Saturday, North
Carolina, 28-2, subdued
Temple 77-66 and Indiana, 21-8, beat Richmond 75-67. The Tar
Heels and Hoosiers
square off Thursday at
Atlanta in the other
regional semifinal.
Kentucky, which will
play on its home court in
the Mideast Regional,
Illinois, Maryland and
Louisville advanced. On
Thursday, the third ranked Wildcats, topseed in the Mideast,
play Louisville for the
third time in less than a
year and the Mini take
on Maryland. Kentucky,
27-4, routed Brigham
Young 93-68 and No. 11
Maryland, 24-7, belted
West Virginia 102-77 on
Saturday, then
Louisville, 24-10, nipped
12th-ranked Tulsa — the
fourth-seeded squad in
the Mideast — 69-67 and
No. 6 Illinois, 25-4,
defeated Villanova 64-56
on Sunday.
And, in the Midwest, it
was No. 19 Wake Forest
69, Kansas 59 and No. 4
DePaul 75, Illinois State
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with a 950 deposit on
your portrait collection.

Midwest, 66-48.
On Friday, it will be
DePaul, 27-2. against
22-8 Wake Forest and
29-4 Houston vs. 26-6
Memphis State at St.
Louis.
"I didn't think it was
the big fella's best
game," Georgetown
Coach John Thompson
said of Ewing. the 7-foot
junior center. "But I've
said it before and I'll
say it again — he's a
prime-time player."
"I just tried to use my
quickness," said Ewing.
"I was a lot quicker
than their big guy."
West Germany's
Detlef Schrempf scored
30 points for
Washington, which is
hoping to sneak through
the regional and get to
Seattle, site of the Final
Four.
On Saturday in Salt
Lake City, Roosevelt
Chapman, Dayton's alltime leading scorer, had
a career-high 41 points,
including 10 on free
throws. Oklahoma AllAmerican Wayman
Tisdale scored 36 points
and, as a sophomore,
became Oklahoma's alltime scoring leader.
Las Vegas advanced
with a staunch man-toman defense as the
Rebels virtually abandoned their run-and-gun
style.
Illinois used a 9-0 run
early in the second half
to take control against
Villanova at Milwaukee.
But Louisville needed
Milt Wagner's jumper
from the baseline with
five seconds remaining
to knock out Tulsa,
which got 28 points from
Ricky Ross.
A day earlier, Kentucky cruised past BYU
in Birmingham and will
hold a huge edge in the
next round, which is at
23,000-seat Rupp Arena.
Kentucky took advantage of steals, turnovers
and eight early points

by Sam Bowie to jump
out to an 11-point lead.
Kenny Walker led the
balanced Kentucky
scoring with 19 points,
Bowie had 16, Melvin
Turpin 15. Jim Master
13 and reserve Winston
Bennett 11.
"I think they really
want it, I think they're
really hungry," Coach
Joe B. Hall said of his
team.
The second game at
Birmingham saw Ben
Coleman scored 19
points and Herman Veal
and Len Bias add 18
each as Maryland, playing what Coach Lefty
Driesell called its best
game of the season,
crushed West Virginia.
In the Midwest at Lincoln, Neb., on Sunday,
Kenny Green scored 20
points to pace Wake
Forest over Kansas,
which cooled off considerably in the second
half after hitting 61 percent of its first-half
shots. DePaul, backed
by 20 points from
Tyrone Corbin, finally
got past the first round
of the tournament after
three successive
opening-game losses.
Memphis State, playing at home on Saturday, trounced Purdue as
Keith Lee scored 29
points. Sophomore Alvin
Franklin scored 21
points, while AllAmerican Akeem Olajuwon scored 16. grabbed 12 rebounds and
blocked four shots as
Houston turned back
Louisiana Tech. The
Cougars moved a step
closer to their third
straight Final Four appearance, winning for
the 13th time in its last
14 games.
At East Rutherford,
N.J., surprising
Virginia eliminated
Arkansas when Rick
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NO PLACE LIKE HOME — Kentucky's Joe B. Hall and his Wildcats are embracing the advantages of playing at
home in front of partisan crowds at Rupp Arena during the Mideast Regional games in the NCAA tournament.
UK's next game features an intrastate rivalry with the University of Louisville, Thursday. Saturday UK demolished Brigham Young, 93-68, in Birmingham.
File photo by Hal Crouch
Carlisle retrieved a
blocked shot and put in a
12-foot jumper with four
seconds to go in overtime. Arkansas guard
Alvin Robertson, who
blocked Othell Wilson's
shot, only to see Carlisle
corral it and knock it

home, missed a
desperation shot at the
buzzer.
Syracuse rode Rafael
Addison's 24 points to
victory.
On Saturday at
Charlotte, N.C., Michael
Jordan scored 27 points

Controversial tip-in puts Hokies in quarterfinals
GREENSBORO, N.C.
(AP) — Al Young's only
basket against South
Alabama helped
Virginia Tech's Hokies
advance to the quarterfinals of the National Invitation Tournament,
but Jaguar coach Cliff
Ellis would like one
more look at the play
that ended his season.
Young scored on a
tap -in with three
seconds left to give the
Hokies a 68-66 victory in

the nightcap of an NIT
doubleheader. In the
first game, clutch free
throw shooting by
George Allen and Billy
Culbertson led Pittsburgh to a 66-63 victory
over Florida State.
While taller players
were crashing the
boards for control of
Perry Young's errant
jumper from the right
"I was scared to touch
baseline, the 6-foot Al the ball because I
Young sneaked in for thought they might call
the game-winner.
goaltending," Young
said. "When I was going
in, it seemed I was the
only one that jumped."
Ellis hinted that
goaltending might have
been the appropriate
call.
"I'd like to look at that
final basket on video
tape," Ellis said. "I
don't want to say it
should have been called
before I look at it."
South Alabama led by
as much as 22-12 before
the Hokies made a run
that ended with a Perry
Young dunk that tied the
score at 30 late in the
first half.
Hitting 11 of 18 from
the field, Perry Young
led the Hokies with 29
points to raise Virginia
Tech's record to 20-12.
Dell Curry, the team's
leading scorer, was
stymied with foul trouble and finished with 10
points before fouling
out.
Dexter Shouse sparkBlackford
Graham
Ward
Murray
Settle
ed South Alabama with
House
Jackson
Workman
Elkins
Appliance
17 points, 15 of which
Gallery
came in the second half.
0438033
0188043
0188011
0628024
0122025
The Jaguars ended the
Thurman
year at 22-8.
Wholesale
Holland
SHOP
Pagliai's
Pittsburgh led by as
Furniture
Electric
Drugs
DOWNTOWN
many as eight points,
0620387
0492228
0496010
0160134
but the Seminoles got a
boost from David ShafPorkers
fer and Alton Gipson
Wild
Food
Sullivan's
Bright's
Lerman's
and eventually tied the
Raspberry
Market
score three times down
0182081
01500611
0628572
0156039
0184048
the stretch.
Curtis Aiken broke tile
Twin Lakes
B11111b00
Corn Austin's
Littleton's
'SHOP
Office
. Gardin
Pipes &
Supply
DOWNTOWN
0124062
0442114
0494016
Accessories
0448020
II
I
A
15 Blends of
Court
Yours
Wallis
Pipe Tobacco
Purdom s
Mine
&
itiours
Mademoiselle
Drug
The Smoke Shoppc
Inc
Antiques
Ours
010 S 4th St
0640011
0162010
0622015
0178058
0624010
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Capture your child s precious look with 20 professional portraits all for lust $1295 and also get a
plush Bonus Easter Bunny So hop to it, Morn
Another great portrait value awaits you
95 deposit per collection Minors must be accompanied by a parent $1 sitting tee for each additional
subiect in same portrait One Easter Bunny per subiec
Not valid with any other offer

These Days Only—
March 20, Tues.,
21, Wed., 22, Thurs.
23 Fri. and 24 Sat.
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway
641 North, Murray
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rematch of the 1981
championship game
when Steve Alford, the
nation's second-ranked
free-throw shooter, hit
10 straight foul shots in
the last 12 minutes.
Alford led Indiana with
22 points
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Check The Winning Numbers
In This Weeks...

2 - fixtOs
3 - 5x7s
15 wallets

for North Carolina,
which had 15 turnovers
in the first half. With 11
minutes left and North
Carolina leading 48-47,
the Tar Heels scored six
straight points to take
charge.
Indiana moved into a
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NIT resumes

action tonight

last tie, at 56-56, with his
lone basket at 4:24.
Allen hit four straight
free throws, yet Florida
State was within 64-63 on
a Vince Martello free
throw with 15 seconds
left. Culbertson then hit
both ends of the oneand-one with 13 seconds
left to shut down the
Seminoles.
"From our standpoint, it was a great
team effort," Pitt coach
Roy Chipman said.
"Everyone
contributed."
Clyde Vaughan was
the key contributor,
scoring 25 points and
grabbing nine rebounds
as Pitt raised its record
to 18-12.
Martello led Florida
State with 16 points and
Gipson added 12 as the
Seminoles close at 20-11.
In NIT action tonight,
it will be TennesseeChattanooga, 24-6, at
Tennessee, 20-13; Weber
State, 2 3 - 8 , at
Southwestern Louisiana, 21-8; Nebraska,
18-11, at Xavier, Ohio,
21-10; Marquette, 17-12,
at Michigan, 19-10;
Notre Dame, 18-11, vs.
Boston College, 18-11, at
Springfield, Mass.; and
Santa Clara, 23-8, at
Lamar, 26-4.
Lamar, the regularseason Southland Conference champion, had
Its 80-game home winning streak — longest in
the nation — snapped by
Louisiana Tech in the
conference tournament
final. Now, the Cardinals — 6441 winners
at /few Mexico In their
NIT opener — seek to
start a new streak
against the Broncos,
who beat Oregon 66-53 in
the first round.

Boston College will
match its speed against
Notre Dame's bulk.
"They want to run,"
Irish Coach Digger
Phelps said of the
Eagles. "They want to
pressure you defensively to force you into running. That's their game.
"It's obvious we don't
have that kind of speed.
We have to play a very
physical game on the
boards."
BC took St. Joseph's
76-63 and Notre Dame
beat Old Dominion 67-61
in the opening round.
Southwestern Louisiana beat Weber State
69-58 earlier this season.
The Ragin' Cajuns advanced with a 94-92 decision over Utah State and
the Wildcats moved on
by beating Fordham
75-63.
"We know Weber
State is a tremendous
basketball team after
the games we've had
with them over the past
couple of years and we
know we face a tremendous challenge," said
SWL Coach Bobby
Paschal.
Nebraska might be
without its second
leading scorer, Stan
Cloudy, who sprained
his knee in an openinground victory over
Creighton.
Tennessee, which took
St. Peter's 54-40 in the
first round, plays intrastate rival Chattanooga. The last time
they met was in the
opener of the Moccasins
Roundhouse Arena in
Chattanooga in 1982,
with the Volunteers winning 55-49. The Mocs
beat Georgia 74-69 in
overtime in the first
round of this tourney.
"They should be playing for the other cham-pionship," Tennessee
Coach Don DeVoe said
of the Southern Conference's Moccasins,
Marquette •blaslred
Iowa State 73-53 Sind
Michigan routed
Wichita State 94-70 in
their NIT openers.
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MSU places fifth overall

West Virginia defends NCAA rifle crown
West Virginia's rifle
team successfully
defended its' 1983 NCAA
championship and set
two new NCAA records
during the competition
at Murray State, Friday
and Saturday.
West Virginia won the
overall championship
Saturday and broke the
NCAA record set in 1980
by Tennessee Tech. The
team scored 6,306
points, 105 more than
the previous record.
In the air rifle competition, West Virginia
broke its own record set
last year by scoring

1,538, six More points
than the previous NCAA
record.
Host Murray State
was led in both air rifle
and smallbore by Pat
Spurgin of Billings,
Mont., who won the
NCAA individual championship in air rifle on
Friday. The MSU

For Sale:
HONOLULU (AP —
A vote on the sale of the
Dallas Cowboys to a
group of 12 investors appeared probable as the
annual winter meeting
of the National Football
League club owners
began.
The group, headed by
Dallas businessman
H.R. "Bum" Bright,
reportedly has offered
around $75 million to
Cowboys owner Clint
Murchison.
Jim Francis, an official in Bright's com-

freshman shot 1162 in
smallbore and 389 in air
rifle, but as a team the
Racers finished fifth
overall.
Other MSU individual
results in the team competition Saturday included: air rifle —
Kerry Spurgin 376; Pat
Spurgin 389; Mike

Cowboys purchase 'probable'

pany, said Sunday that
he hoped the formal proposal for the sale would
be made by Cowboys officials today, with the
owners voting on it
shortly afterward.
The potential buyers
face one hurdle, since no

one person would own as
much as 51 percent of
the franchise.
But while NFL rules
require that one individual own at least 51
percent of a club, the
rule does not apply if
one man is given a
voting trust. Tex
Schramm, the current
Cowboys president,
reportedly would be
given that voting right
with the new owners.
There are a number of
NFL teams that
presently operate in

Tisdale leads Logan County to state
championship; commits to 'Toppers
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Logan County's
Fred Tisdale had a double goal heading into the
Boys State High School
Basketball Tournament
— to win the state championship and to show the
state just what caliber
ballplayer he is.
Unfortunately for
Bourbon County. the
All-State senior center
accomplished both.
Behind Tisdale's
dominating performance of 29 points, 19
rebounds and five blocked shots, Logan County,
ranked third in the final
Kentucky Associated
Press poll, defeated a
smaller underdog Bourbon County squad 83-70
in Saturday's championship game.
Tisdale's longing for a
state championship was
intensified two years
ago, when, before the
consolidation of Logan
County High School, his

Auburn team missed
earning a spot in the
State Tournament when
it was defeated by Warren Central in the
Fourth Region Final.
"That was very disappointing," Tisdale said
after the championship
game. "I've been wanting it for years."
Another goal was to
come out of the shadow
of Lexington Henry
Clay's Steve Miller,
regarded by most as the
state's top player.
"I just wanted to prove to everybody I could
play," said Tisdale, who
sank in surprise after
being named the tournament's Most Valuable
Player.
Western Kentucky
coach Clem Haskins
needed no more convincing. Tisdale announced
after the championship
game that he had committed to attend
Western

Logan County upped
its record to 37-3, while
10th Region champ
Bourbon County fell to
28-7.
Guard Jeff Graves
paced Bourbon County
with 21 points.
Logan County outrebounded Bourbon County 47-25

that manner.
The sale needs the approval of 21 of the
league's 28 owners, and
it appears likely that it
will pass.
Bright, 63, would own
a reported 15 percent interest in the Cowboys,
with the purchase price
to include a 30-acre
tract where the team's
new headquarters is being built, and the remaining 65 years on the
Texas Stadium lease.
The Cowboys' sate
may not be the only
franchise discussions at
the owners' meetings.
Baltimore Colts
owner Robert Irsay has
been talking about moving his club to either Indianapolis or Phoenix.
Meanwhile, an Indianapolis
businessman, Robert
Welch, reportedly has
met with New Orleans
Saints owner John
Mecom to discuss buying the Saints and moving them to Indiana.

Racer netters, 8-3, host
Michigan State today

Murray State won one
of three men's tennis
matches Friday and
Saturday at Mississippi
State.
Weather forced a
delay of the first matches which didn't begin
until late Friday and
didn't end until host
Mississippi State had
carved a 6-3 victory
over the Racers.
Bord Gunderson's
three-set victory in No.6
singles was the only
legitimate win by the
Racers who won at No.2
Class D felon:v because doubles when one of the
police said he accepted opponents retired
bets totaling more than because of an injury and
the No.3 doubles match
$500.
Detective Harry Win- was given to MSU
ings said Cunningham because of a default.
Saturday's matches
was "taking book" in
the causeway as fans were more to the
entered the arena for an Racers' liking although
opening-round game Tulane squeeked out a
between 14th Region 5-4 triumph. Bobby
champion M.C. Napier Montgomery, Jenz
of Perry County and Bergman and Steve
15th Region champ Massad all won their
singles matches in two
Johnson Central.
sets, as did Montgomery
Don Stacy, a Perry and Barry Thomas in
County school board No.2 doubles.
employee who assigns
The final match
14th Region basketball against University of
officials, said Friday Alabama-Birmingham
that Cunningham had was a Murray State
refereed basketball runaway as the Racers
games in the area for at won 6-0 without playing
least five years.
the doubles.

Veteran KHSAA referee
arrested for gambling
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A veteran
referee has been freed
on bail after his arrest
in the Lexington Civic
Center on bookmaking
charges at the Boys
State High School
Basketball Tournament, officials say.
Robert L. Cunningham, 47, of Stanton,
was arrested by Lexington police Thursday
in the causeway between Rupp Arena and
the adjacent Hyatt
Regency Hotel in the
civic center.
Cunningham, who
was not assigned to call
any games in the state
tournament, was charged with possession of
gambling recoi ds, a

In air rifle competiRabenstein 363 and Randall Horton 378: tion, MSU was edged by
smallbore — K. Spurgin a single point, 1,506 to
1153, P. Spurgin 1162, 1,507 by Eastern KenRabenstein 1131 and tucky. In smallbore, only five points separated
Horton 1124.
Team standings in air MSU and U.S. Military
rifle, smallbore and Academy, 4,575-4,570.
overall championships
Here are the team
followed the same pat- medalist results from
tern for each of the top Saturday's competition:
four finishes. West
Air Rifle Competition
Virginia was first
1. West Virginia,
followed by East Ten- 1,538; 2. East Tennessee
nessee State, Tennessee State, 1,523; 3. TenTech and Eastern Ken- nessee Tech, 1,515.
tucky. In air rifle MSU
Smallbore
placed fifth and in
1. West Virginia,
smallbore the Racers 4,668; East Tennessee
placed sixth behind U.S. State, 4,619; 3. TenMilitary Academy.
nessee Tech, 4,606.
Overall Competition
1. West Virginia,
6,306; 2. East Tennessee
State, 6,142; 3. Tennessee Tech, 6,121.

All six of the matches
were decided in two
sets. Murray winners included Montgomery,
Thomas, Jenz
Bergman, Massad, John
Brunner and Johan
Tanum.
Today and Tuesday
Murray State hosts
Michigan State with a
full weekend at home
lined up too. Coming to
Murray Friday and
Saturday will be
Western Kentucky,
Memphis State and Indiana State.
After the weekend action, Murray's record
stands at 8-3.

Gargiulo
home run
paces MSU
to 7-4 win
Mike Gargiulo's
three-run homer in the
seventh inning lifted
Murray State to a 7-4
victory over visiting
Missouri. Sunday at
Reagan Field.
The shot which easily
cleared the centerfield
fence, was Gargiulo's
fourth homer of the year
and improved MSU's
record to 4-5 overall.
The victory prevented
a Missouri sweep in a
doubleheader that saw
the Tigers win the
opener, 2-1.
Today the
Thoroughbreds host
Kentucky and Missouri
in a doubleheader at
Reagan Field.
Murray State's victory Sunday was prompted by two homers
besides Gargiulo's last
blast. David Butts gave
the 'Breds a 2-0 lead in
the first inning with his
two-run homer and
Chris Barber led off the
sixth with a solo homer
to tie the score 4-4.
Darrell Graves evened his record at 1-1 with
the win. He was backed
by 12 Murray hits.
In the first game Sunday, Murray gave up
two unearned runs
which spoiled a wellpitched outing by Mike
Brown. The Murray
hurler dropped to 0-2
with the loss while winner Tim Danze picked
up his first win of the
season.
Murray State wraps
up its series with
Missouri on Tuesday
then takes a week's
break until Tuesday.
March, 27, when the
'Breds host Memphis
State in a 2:30 p.m.
game.

MSU banquet
set Friday
in ballroom
Murray State will host
its annual basketball
awards banquet, Friday
at 6:30 p.m. in the
ballroom of the Curris
Center.
Tickets will cost $6.50
per person and can be
reserved by calling the
MSU basketball office in
Roy Stewart Stadium,
762-6804.
Social hour will begin
at 6 p.m. with dinner at
6:30.

otoShack

Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
NCAA
Tournament

NIT Tournament

NCAA Tournament At A Glance
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday. March 16
At East Rutherford. N J
Va
Commonwealth 70 Nor
theastern 89
Virginia 58, lona 57
Second Round
Saturday. March 17
At Charlotte. N C
North Carolina 77 Temple 66
Indiana 75 Hu hiziond 87
Sunday. March 18
At East Rutherford. N.J
Virginia 53 Arkansas 51 OT
Syracuse 78
Virginia Com
monwealth 63
At Atlanta
Thursday. March 22
Semifinals
Syracuse 23-8 vs Virginia, 19 11
North Carolina 262 vs Indiana
21-8
Final
Saturday, March 24
MIDEAST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday. Mitch 16
At Milwaukee
Louisville 72. MOrehead State 59
t'illanova 444 Marshall 72
Second Round
Saturday. Much 17
At Birmingham, Ala,
Kentucky 93. Brigham Young 66
Maryland 102. West Vlrglnia 77
Sunday. March 18
At Milwaukee
Louisville 69. Tulsa 67
Illinois 64, Villanova 56
At Lexington, Ky
Thursday. March 22
Semifinals
Maryland, 24-7, vs Illinois 25-4
Kentucky. 27 1. vs Louisville
24-10
Saturday. March 24
Final
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 16
At Lincoln. Neb.
Illinois State 19. Alabama 46
Kansas 57 Alcorn State 58
Second Round
Saturday. March 17
At Memphis Tenn
Houston 77, Louisiana Tech 69
Memphis State 66. Purdue 48
Sunday. March 18
At Lincoln. Neb.
DePaul 75 Illinois State 61
Wake Forest 89. Kansas 59
At St. Louts
Friday. Mardi 23
Semifinals
Houston. 28-4 vs Memphis State
28-6
DePaul, 27 2. vs Wake Forest
22-8
Sunday. March 25
Final
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday. March 16
At Pullman. Wash
Washington 64. Nevada-Reno 54
Southern Methodist 63 Miami
Ohio 89
Second Round
Saturday. March 17
At Salt Lake City
Dayton 69, Oklahoma 65
Nevada-Las Vegas 73, Texas-El
Paso 80
Sunday, March 18
At Pullman. Wash.
Georgetown 37, Southern
Methodist 36
Washington 80. Duke 78
At Los Angeles
Friday. March 23
Semifinals
Dayton. 20-10. vs Washington 24-6
Georgetown, 30-3. vs NevadaLas Vegas. 29-5
Sunday. Starch 25
Final
FINAL FOUR
At Seattle
Saturday. March 31
Mideast champion v s
West
champion
East champion vs
Midwest
champion
Monday, April 2
Championship game

(south

National Invitation Tournament
First Round
Friday, March 16
Boston College 76. St Joseph's 83
Pittsburgh 96 La Salle 91
Weber St 75, Fordham 63
Second Round
Sunday. March 18
At Greensboro. N C
Pittsburgh ed. Florida State 83
Virginia Tech 814 South Alabama
66
Monday. March 19
Tn -Chattanooga, 24-6. at Ten
nessee. 20-13
Weber St . 23-6 at SIP, Louisiana
'21-8 •
Nebraska 18,11. at Xavier Ohio
21 10

Marquette 17 12 at Michigan.
IS 10
Notre Dame 18-11, vs Boston
College. 1811 at Springfield, Mass
Santa Clara 234. at Lamar 26-4
Third Round
Friday. March 23
or Saturday. March 24
Sites and pairings to
announced

At New York
At Madison Square Garden
Monday, March 26
Semifinals
Wednesday. March 28
Consolation and Championship
games

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
GB
x Boston
51 16
761
Philadelphia
42 25
627 •
New York
41 25
821 •
New Jersey
37 30
552 14
Washington
30 38
441 21 4.4.
Central Division
Milwaukee
40 29
MO
Detroit
38 29
567
1
Atlanta
33 37
74.
471
Chicago
25 41
379 1335
Cleveland
23 43
348 154
,
Indiana
19 48
'284 20
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
I 'tat"
36 31
551
Dallas
36 32
529
1.
4
Kansas City
32 35
478
5
Denver
32 37
464
6
San Antonio
29 40
420 •
Houston
26 41
388 11
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
44 22
887
Portland
40 28
588
5
Seattle
35 33
515 10
Phoenix
32 37
464 134
.

Golden State
30 38
441 15
25 43
368 20
San Diego
x-Clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
New York 123. Kansas City 109
Philadelphia 131, Phoenix 112
New Jersey 100, Indiana 9a
Boston 103 Atlanta 88
Los Angeles 123. Houston 111
Utah 118. Dallas 103
Portland 133, Golden State 96
Sunday's Games
Denver 107. Chicago 104
Seattle 128 Golden State 99
Kansas City 108 Cleveland 97
Milwaukee 109 Washington 101
San Antonio 140, San Diego 135
Monday's Game
144-troll at Utah
Tuesday's Games
New Jersey at'LLashangton
Boston at Indiana
Los Angeles at Milwaukee
Atlanta at San Antonio
Cleveland at Chicago
Kansas City at Houston
Denver at Phoenix
Seattle at Golden State
San Diego at Portland

Pro Football
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L T Pct
New Jersey
3
1
0
750
Philadelphia
1
750
0
3
Pittsburgh
1
3 0
250
Washington
4
0
0
000
Southern
New Orleans
3 0 0 1 000
Tampa Bay
3
1
750
0
Birmingham
750
3
1
0
Jacksonville
2 0
1
133
Memphis
3 0
1
250
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
Michigan
4 0 0 1 000
Houston
3
1
750
0
Oklahoma
3
1
0
750
Chicago
0
0 464
000
San Antonio
0 4
000
0
Pacific
Denver
3
I
750
0
Arizona
2
2 0
500
Nal
Los Angeles
2
2

Oakland

0
4
0
000
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles 13. San Antonio 12
Oklahoma 17, Chicago 14
Birmingham 54. Memphis 6
Sunday's Games
•
Philadelphia 28, Oakland 7
Pittsburgh 16. Washington 7
Denver 36. Tampa Bay 30
Houston 32. New Jersey 25
Michigan 31, Arizona 26
Monday's Game
New Orleans at Jacksonville
Saturday. March 24
Oakland at San Antonio
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Oklahoma at Arizona
Sunday. March 25
Denver at Memphis
Chicago at New Orleans
Washington at New Jersey
Jacksonville at Los Angeles
Monday. March 26
Birmingham at Tampa Bay
Michigan at Houston

Pro Tennis
ROTTERDAM,
Netherlands ( API —
The title match between Jimmy Connors
and Ivan Lendl in the
$315,000 Rotterdam in
tennis tournament was called off
Sunday after an
anonymous caller said
a bomb would go off in
the Ahoy Sports Center.
The call was received
when Connors and
Lendl were in the second set, with the Czech
leading 6-0, 1-0. The

1211, Stnpot

caller said the bomb,
which was never found,
would go off at 2 p.m.

Auto Racing
HAMPTON, Ga.
( AP ) — Benny Parsons
ended a two-year victory drought Sunday,
otitdueling Dale Earnhardt and Cale Yarborough to win the Coca
Cola 500 Grand National stock car race.

Southsid• Conti",

COMPUTER
CENTERS

Inaes

200 OFF! TRS-80P COMPUTERS
FOR HOME OR OFFICE
Model 4 Family Computer

79900

Reg.
999.00

AS LOW AS
545 PER
CITILIPIE
MONTH

•16K Memory, 12" Monitor, Printer Interface
and Typewriter-Style Keyboard with Datapad
•Learn BASIC Programming with Easy-to-Use
Beginner's Manual (Included) or Add a
Recorder and Use Ready-to-Run Software
•Easy to Expand as Skills and Needs Grow

• •
tkk.4(
,a‘i(Ne
po
000
•S

Be careful working with
antennas Never instaN them near
electrical power lines. When removing
repairing any typo of antenna, check all
around for wires • before you begin Don't put
your life on the line

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012
are-re .44 •

Model 4 Desktop Business System
Of

Commercial Lease Available
For Only 665 Per Month
(Plus Applicable Use/Sales Tax)

g 00
.
igRgeg
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i • ligi34
9- v.

"179900
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_

II Two Built-In 184K Disk Drives, Expandable 64K
Memory,80-Character by 24-Line Monitor, Plus
Communications and Parallel Printer Interfaces
•CP/M Plus Compatible for Thousands of Applications,
• Add Graphics, Modem and Hard Disk Storage
,P•

Pitts .t a !robe...num

Darat Rs...sswels
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•

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
CHECK YOUR PHONE 6001( FOR THE PARTICIPATING

Radioibeek STORE
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Sheriff eyes good image

Steel upturn questioned
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio
I AP I — An Armco Inc.
official says the
steelmaker's optimism
for a continued financial
upturn could be
dampened quickly by a
drop in demand for
automobiles.
Armco's outlook is
brighter than in recent
years, with streamlined
steel operations improving its financial
forecast. But Ronald
Connolly. vice president
of steel operations for
Armco's Eastern Steel
division, said several
factors might alter continued recovery.
For instance, a strike
by the United .Auto
Workers against one or
more U.S. auto makers
could sour automotive
sales forecasts. Connolly said.
"If consumer markets
dropped drastically, we
would see a decrease in
orders for Middletown
Works," he said. "The
thing that would affect
us most is if cars just
quit selling."
Armco officials
presented an upbeat

forecast tor the
steelmaker last week in
their 1983 annual report.
Chairman Harry Holiday and President
Robert Boni said Armco
has "gone through the
fire" of economic recession and now is in line
for a better future.
Connolly acknowledged the outlook has improved considerably
from the last couple of
.,'ears, when Armco lost
millions.
We have the opportunity to have not a
record year, but a much
better year in this division," he said.
Armco lost a net
$672.5 million in 1983,
coming on top of a net
loss of $345.1 million in
1982.
Connolly said the
EXTENSION ADVISORS — James Samples (seEastern Steel division
has been profitable each cond from left), Rt. 1, Cunningham, and Maxine Scott
month since last Oc- (second from right). Murray, recently attended the
tober, but still isn't ear- annual meeting of the State Extension Advisory
Council in Lexington. They are council delegates.
ning enough to generate
capital needed to invest With them are Mary Nell Greenwood, Extension's
in new facilities. He said
the division this year
will fall short of its performance in the late
LOUISVILLE, Ky. sending to South Central
1970s.
— BellSouth Bell Telephone.
AP
John L. Clendenin
Corp.'s president and
chief executive officer is said the PSC "almost
disturbed by the seems to have decided it
message that Ken- wants mediocrity and
tucky's Public Service plain old copper wire
Commission seems to be telephone service,

DeVantis
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Tuesday 4:30 to 9:30

/
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Pizza Buffet
With Salad
Bar-All-U-Can Eat
$399
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"No," he said gruffly.
"I don't want to look like
some clown."
As far as Yeager and
most other folks in
McDowell are concerned, there has been far
too much clowning
around at the county
courthouse recently.
First, in December,
there was the revelation
And, says the new
that the county court adsheriff of the -Free
ministrator had
State of McDowell,"
directed thousands of
anything that doesn't
dollars worth of official
reflect well on his
business to a son-in-law.
department is bad
Then came guilty pleas
business as far as he's
by the former sheriff
concerned.
and his chief deputy to
Yeager illustrated extortion charges,
what he meant last followed by the convicweek when he was ask- tion of a county commised to pose for a picture sioner accused by prowhile wearing his brand secutors of distributing
new gold badge on the marijuana in an atlapel of his gray tempt to gain sexual
business suit.
favors from a secretary.
federal administrator, and Glenn McNabb, Purchase
area Extension director. The council advises the
University of Kentucky on local needs for Extension
programs in agriculture, home economics, 4-H and
community development.

BellSouth president concerned

Team Up With A Good Pair

t_tottc'‘te
0,09on piots

WELCH, W.Va. (AP)
— Earl Yeager looks
like a businessman,
sounds like a
businessman and says
he definitely means
business when it comes
to putting a shine on the
McDowell County
sheriff department's
tarnished image.

Exte :Or
n IC
Paint
Stains

8,

IWO!
Check with State Farm

DeVantis
Wed. 11 A.M. To 10 P.M.

&&& In•M

and Hamburger Plate
with Fries $149

104 Maple — Murray, KY.
753-3161

10.50%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.40%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.25%* Interest on 2% Year Certificates
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts...plus high
interest when you invest in our high earning certificates.
Get a free gift to enioy now, plus your
money bock later with full interest' All you
have to do Is open a Lincoln Federal 2 3'
or 5 year sovings certificate. Then. according
to your deposit you II receive a corresponding
free gift See gift chart
The best part is that with o Lincoln
Federal Savings Certificate you re locking in.a
guaranteed high rate for the long term Not a
bad idea with rates constantly changing.
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and maJ1 it to us

1 Male whales
6 Slogan
11 Reciprocal
12 Scissors
14 Italy abbr
15 Develop
17 Seed coating
18 Devoured
20 Doles
23 Mohammedan leader
24 Apportion
26 Narrow
openings
28 Amidst
29 Citizen of
Iran
31 Retaining
33 Shove
35 Scorch
36 Avoided
39 Talk idly
42 Brother of
Odin
43 Mans name
45 Short Jacket
46 Single
48 Iroquoian
Indians
50 Conclusion
51 Unemployed
53 Transaction
55 Earth
goddess
56 Unit of
currency
59 Body of
Jewish law
61 Litt
62 Freshet

4 Fat of swine
Answer to Previous Puzzle
5 Wild plums
6 Manuscript:
UWE
MUD WOO
abbr.
CUM MUOU 00121
7 Exclamation
WU WOOO COO
8 Beverage
BO OCUO LOU
9 Fictional
plantation
0000 000U WO
10 Beginning
WO0013 OMB CI A
11 City in
0OCIOUCI MUM R ,
Florida
00 MOW OW=
13 Form of
OlOW DOWD MOO
language
OWEIO UMW IOW
16 Base on
COO UM00 MU
balls Si
NOW OU00 OWOO
19 Public
El 11LlL 0 LILICIO
storehouse
21 Falsehoods
22 Precipitous
37 Seller
49 Strike
25 Habituate
38 Platform
52 Valle
27 Extra
40 Organ of
54 Guido s high
30 Fiber
speech
note
plant
41 Completed
57 Equally
32 Angry
44 Chairs
58 Note of scale
34 Inheritor
47 Singer
60 Mountain
36 Avert
Fitzgerald
abbr

"You've no idea what a
poor opinion I have of
myself — and how little I
deserve it. -- W.S. Gilbert.

.10
13hoorenylu,

RIDE WITH
CONFIDENCE
When you climb aboard our
rider. you're riding on years of
SNAPPER quality, engineering and innovations.
In fact, SNAPPER riders
have earned their well deserved reputation in the tall
grasses of the Sunbelt where
grass grows most of the year.
Time tested performance
makes the SNAPPER easy-tooperate and tough. The formidable task of a truly large lawn
is cut down to size when you
are on a SNAPPER rider. The
performance features include

on-the-go shifting, easy height
adjustment, SNAPPER's acclaimed friction disc drive,
exclusive automatic blade stop
system and a rear mounted
engine to cut down on noise
and improve visibility.
See our riding mower at
your SNAPPER dealer today.
You'll see why it's a reputation
worth riding on.
$a snap with
'
tur
.—
'9 1

1PJAPPER

A division of Fuqua Industries
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FODOR Al SAVIN•S
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
7114-1234
Joairps.lard.

001,44, OMOS 4-` 4444159 V 339,
690

ACID 207 4.581

Interest Pate Hotline 753-4184
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Pass
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SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES FOR THE SNAPPER DEALER NEAREST YOU

"ITS A SNAP"TO OWN A SNAPPER TODAY
WITH OUR REVOLVING CREDIT PLAN
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ANSWER: Club trey. The Q10 combination in clubs is
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cliche "major over minor."
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The results of today's
game did nothing to
increase South's selfesteem. You decide whether
he deserved his fate or if the
defenders made it impossible for him to make the
game.
Dummy's heart king won
the first trick, and dummy's
club king was played. East
ducked routinely, and West's
deuce told him what he
wanted to know. West's club
deuce promised either a singleton or an odd number of
clubs, so East was quick to
win the second club. (Distributional count: high-low
promises an even number,
low-high an odd number.)
East switched to the spade
10, and South's hopes were
gone. There were no entries
back to dummy, and South
was held to only eight
tricks.
What's your verdict?
Guilty or innocent of blowing the game?
South missed his opportunity to make his game.
After the heart lead had
removed dummy's entry, it
was foolish to play clubs.
That play wins only if the
club ace is singleton or if
East makes a silly play.
Instead, South should play
three rounds of diamonds to
establish dummy's fourth
diamond. Now, regardless
of how the defense goes,
South can manage four
minor suit winners to take
nine tricks.
NORTH
3-19-A

LINCOLN

511170

3C00

71 500

BOBBY WOLFF
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SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS'
PLUS HIGH INTEREST!
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THE ACES®
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514,e F

Home

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS
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Slate Farm s ttrere

ACROSS

DOWN
1 Table spread
2 Guido's low
note
3 Haul with
&fort

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

10 Oz. Chop Steak
with Salad Bar $329

Murray Lumber Co. Inc

measured service until
it could set up a
separate investigation
of the potential impact
on consumers
Unless services such
as data transmissions
and home information
systems can be
measured on a time and
use basis, many new
services won't be offered in Kentucky and
money to develop them
will be spent elsewhere

•Competitive Rates
'
Guaranteed Lifetime Income
'Waiver of Premium for Disability Option
• Good Neighbor Service

Inside Dining Only

:
—
01yrno

which doesn't speak
well for economic
expansion."
He was visiting
Louisville recently to
talk to South Central
Bell managers about
BellSouth's future.
In its last rate order,
granting South Central
Bell only $19.6 million of
a $163.2 million request,
the PSC ordered the
company to stop offering optional local

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Barroom rape trials continue
ford's Portuguese
community.
Crowds jeered the
jury as it left the Fall
River courthouse.
Vieira's father, Joseph
Vieira Sr., was arrested
on charges of disorderly
conduct in the parking
lot outside the
courtroom.
But despite the emotions of the weekend, attorneys think the verdict won't affect the second trial that is expected to go to a
separate jury this week.
"Although I'm disappointed in the result, I
think my client is going
to receive a fair consideration," said Francis O'Boy, the attorney
for defendant Virgin°
Medeiros. "It's a different case and a different jury."
Court officers face the
task of keeping news of
the verdict from that second jury. While the
afternoon jury
deliberated on Saturday, the morning jury
was away from this
seaport city on a bus
trip in western

FALL RIVER, Mass.
(AP ) — A defense
lawyer says it's a "different jury and a different trial" for 'four
men charged with raping a young mother on a
barroom pool table,
despite the conviction of
two other defendants in
the case.
The defense for the
four men opens its cast
today in the shadow of
the guilty verdicts handed down Saturday in the
case of Daniel Silva and
Joseph Vieira.
It took a jury of eight
men and four women 54
hours — including an
hour lunch — to find
Silva, 27, and Vieira, 28,
guilty of aggravated
rape in the March 6,
1983, attack on a woman
in a New Bedford bar.
The two Portuguese
immigrants face up to
life in prison and possible deportation. Sentencing has been scheduled
for Friday.
The conviction set off
a dramatic courtroom
scene and angry
charges of racism from
members of New Bed-

JCPenney Days Sale
0113
,
1
r

Miami riot scene
calming; mass arrests
reported by police
MIAMI (AP) — The
police presence in the
city's predominantly
%black neighborhoods
was scaled back today
as calm returned after
several days of disturbances that followed the
acquittal of a policeman
in the shooting death of
a black man, officials
said.
"As far as I know all
the perimeter posts
have been relieved and
everything's back to
normal as of now,"
police Lt. Anibal
Ibrahim said this morning. He said police have
returned to their
regular 10-hour shifts.
Mass arrests within
hours of the acquittal of
police Officer Luis
Alvarez an all-white
jury were pivotal in
preventing a major
racial disturbance, officials said Sunday.
''t'here weren't many
left to arrest," according to one police
spokesman.
Miami and MetroDade police officials
said that nearly 80 percent of the more than
310 people arrested
since Thursday night's
verdict were apprehended in the first
eight hours.
"We got large
numbers of
troublemakers off the
street," said city police
spokesman Raymond
Lang. "Those who werg
released didn't see any
fun in being arrested a
second time."
Many of the arrests
were carried out by
members of specially
trained field force units,
Miami's modern-day
riot squad.

CIVITAN BREAKFAST
— Donna Miller, bookkeeper for the Murray
Ledger & Times, accepts a
ticket to the Annual
Civitan Pancake Day from
Wayne Williams of the
Murray Civitan Club. The
breakfast will be Saturday, March 24, at
Trenholm's Restaurant.
Tickets may be purchased
in advance from any
Civitan member or at the
door the day of the event.

Massachusetts.
Medeiros, Jose
Medeiros, Victor
Raposo and John Cordeiro are charged with
aggravated rape for
their alleged part in the
barroom attack.
They are being tried
separately because of
statements they gave
police. Those
statements all implicated Silva and
Vieira and couldn't be
used if the six men were
tried together.

r

"The field force concept worked," said
Metro-Dade Officer Ron
Colmenero. "Everyone
has been trained to work
with the teams and can
be available to assist on
a moment's notice."
"In the old days, they
used to first shoot tear
gas and then pound on
people," said Colmenero. "Now it's more
psychological. Tear gas
is a last resort."

MAKE
LAWN
WORK
A PUSH
OVER

$46 off

Our 21" Hi-Vaca push
mower works hard so
you can take it easy.
For this is a SNAPPER. Its powerful patented H i-Vac8 system
sets up grass for a
smooth and even cut.
Its great versatility
through special optional attachments gives
you lawn care advantages all year long.
So when it comes to
lawn work, take it easy.
See your SNAPPER
dealer today.
.
a anap with

Our Austin Manor- vested suit.
Sale $99

1.

Sale 13.99 Reg. $17. Our solid classic Fox* knit sports pullover
with neat button placket, collar and band cuffs. Great comfort in
all-cotton. Great colors in men's S,M,L,XL sizes.
Sale 14.99 Reg. $19. Triple option! All-cotton knit shirts. Catch
The Fox*with a contrast yoke, chest stripes or all-over stripes.
Terrific color combos for men's sizes S,MI,XL.

Great ways to save during JCPenney Days. More in store!

A diveton of Fuqua Industries

20%
off
Men's Reach partners
Sale 12.80 Reg S16 Striped poly - - cotton knit
pullover with short sleeves Sizes S.M.L.XL
Sale 17.60 Reg $22 Side-piped poly cotton
twill pants Elastic backwaist Sizes S.M.L.XL

20%
off
Men's Reach' pair-ups

SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES
FOR THE SNAPPER
DEALER NEAREST YOU

Federal-State Market News Service
Monday. March 19. 1984
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 952 Est 700 Barrows
81 Gilts fully 1 higher Sows under 500
lbs uneven to steady 1 higher over
500 lbs fully 50 lower
$47.00-47.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
few $47 75
US 2 200-210 lbs
$46.00-47 00
US 2 210-250 lbs
846 50-47.00
US 2-3 250.270 lbs
345 50-46 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
83700-3900
US 1.3 300-450 lbs
$38 00-4200
US 1.3 450-500 lbs
$41 00-47.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
146.50-49.00
US 2.3 300-500 lbs
83700-3800
Boars $30-35

"AG

The Fox® sports shirts.
Sale 13.99 and 14.99

Reg. $145. Look ever-so-successful in our Austin Manor'"3-piece
vested suit that goes with the seasons in polyester/wool.
Tasteful patterns in men's sizes regular, short or long.
Trim-fit 3-pc. vested suit, Reg. $130 Sale $99

Hog market

!
Tit

$3 and $4 off

Sale 8.80 Reg 511 V-neck short sleeve pullover
of poly cotton knit Solids with contrast trim
Sizes S.M.L.XL
Sale 11.20 Reg 514 Shorts with elastic waist
fly front Poly cotton twill Sizes S,M.L.XL

ITS A SNAP TO
OWN A SNAPPER
TODAY WITH OUR
REVOLVING CREDIT PLAN

20%
off
Men's Reach" team-ups

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

Sale
34.9
9
Men's dress shoes.

FOR A
COMPUTER ANALYSI
OF YOUR LIFE
INSURANCE NEEDS,

Sale 12.80 Reit/ 516 Henley-style striped poly
cotton knit pullover Short sleeves &MI XL
Sale 17.60 Reg 522 Side-piped poly cotton
twill pants with elastic waist Sizes S.M.L XL

Reg. 39.99. Set a comfortable pace in leather slipon shoes with leather soles Handsewn detail
on vamp In black or brown for men's sizes

Sale 8.99 pkg. of 3 Reg. $10. White under-tees
of absorbent combed cotton In %zes 34 to 46
Sale 6.911 pkg. of 3 Reg $8 Fly-front briefs in
comfortable combed cotton Sizes 28 to 44
Lupo Actiyewear" brief, Reg $4 Sale 2.99

CALL
Rog. 39.99. Our tasseled leather slip-on shoes step
forward easily in basic brown for casual or
dress wear Leather soles Men s sizes
Jim D. Crick
Rt. 2, Box 144A
Murray, Ky.
' Horne Phone: 489-2322
Office: 753-4377

0111M
4Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sunday
12:30-6:00 p.m.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
in °Wm Omaha Mamas
•
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Cotton basics for men.

•

.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Canter
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(1112)750-4010
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Legal

•' THE COLWELL
COMPANY
- NOTICE OF SALE
: OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
'PUBLIC AUCTION
• NOTICE
IS
tiEREBY GIVEN
that under and by
virtue of the laws of
the State of Kentucky and under and
by virtue of the provisions of that cerInstallment
tain
Contract
Disclosure Statement
t "Security
Agreement"
exby
ecuted
Sgt.
Joseph A. Glenn &
Lillian T. Glenn on
April 22, 1983, which
is now in default.
COLWELL
THE
COMPANY, will on
the 30th day of
March. 1984, at the
hour of 10:00 o'clock
at
A.M.,
the
premises known as
Mobile
Thomas
Home Sales. 2308
Campbell
Fort
Road, Hopkinsville,
KY 42204 publicly offer for sale, and sell
to the highest bidder
at said sale, for cash,
cashier's check or
other "good" funds,
the following personal property which
is described in said
AgreeSecurity
ment: 1983 Tidwell:
3BR Mobile Home.
Serial
14x70,
Number* TWINCGS
9737, toward the
satisfaction of the
balance of the indebtedness now due
under said Security
Agreement, amounting at the date
hereof to $23,065.71.
plus interest, at-

1

Legal

torney's fees, and
costs and expenses
of repossession and
sale, and that the
rights of the abovenamed persons in
said property will be
foreclosed thereby.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale.
Successful bidder
shall be at the time
of sale obligated to
pay applicable sales
taxes, if any,in addition to sales price.
DATED at Los
Angeles. California
thi-s 8th day of
March, 1984.
THE COLWELL
COMPANY
By
Marilyn
Green
Manufactured Housing Dept.

BIDS
REQUESTED
On March 26,
the
Citizens
Bank will start
accepting bids
on Lot #242, Unit
#1
in
the
Cumberland
Shores Subdivision,
Trigg
County. This lot
is located off
Blue Bird Lane
and is close to
the water. Ideal
for Trailers.
Citizens Bank
reserves
the
right to bid. For
further information
call
502-444-6321.

1

Legal

Legal

1 .Legal

Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before March 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Court By James
Thurmond,
Administrator, Of The
Estate
Of Eula
Waters, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
March 30, 1984, The
Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

1

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The
Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against
These
Estates Should Be
Filed
With
The
Fiduciary Within Six
LEGAL
Months Of Date Of
NOTICE
Qualification.
A Final Settlement
Ben E. Johnson,
Of Accounts Has
1001 Vine St., MurBeen Filed In The
ray, KY Deceased.
Calloway District
Beatrice K. Smith,
Court By Edna C.
1001 Vine St., MurMcKinney,
Exray,
KY
Adecutrix, Of The
ministratrix. J. Wm.
Estate Of John D.
Phillips, 401A Maple
McKinney, DeceasSt., Murray, KY
ed. Exceptions To
Attorney.
Settlement
This
Janice
Faye, Must Be Filed In The
Holland,
1303A
Calloway District
Valleywood
Dr.,
Court On Or Before
Murray, KY GuarMarch 29, 1984, The
dian For Karen
Date Of Hearing.
Faye
Johnson,
Ann P. Wilson,
Minor Child.
Circuit Court Clerk
Dewey
S.
Williams, Rt. 2,
LEGAL
Hazel, KY DeceasNOTICE
ed.
Charles
A Final Settlement
Williams, Hazel, KY
Of Accounts Has
Co-Executor.
Been Filed In The
Speight Williams,
Calloway District
Hazel,
KY
CoCourt By Larry
Executor. Robert 0.
Leslie, Executor,Of
Miller, 201 S. 5th,
The Estate Of Liza
Murray,
KY
A. Spann, Deceased.
Attorney.
Exceptions To This
Ann P. Wilson,
Settlement Must Be
Circuit Court Clerk
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
LEGAL
Court On Or Before
NOTICE
March 29, 1984, The
A Final Settlement
Date Of Hearing.
Of Accounts Has
Ann P. Wilson,
Been Filed In The
Circuit Court Clerk
Calloway District
Court By Carolyn
LEGAL
Guthrie and Karen
NOTICE
Shekell,
CoA Final Settlement
Executrices, Of The
Of Accounts Has
Estate Of Elisha
Been Filed In The
Thomas
Orr,
Calloway District

I CAN'T PUT IT
OFF ANY LONGER

31E"X 30IL)

I'VE 60T TO TAKE
DOWN MY CHRISTMAS,
L1614TS...

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodic Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Janice Nelson Duncan, Guardian For
David W. Nelson,
Minor Child. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before March 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodic Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Betty L. Morris,
'Guardian For Lisa
Gaye and Tammy Jo
Overbey,
Minor
Children. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before March 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

WE WERE OUT OF
COCONUT, SO
LET'S
I USED
HORSERADISH GO
OUT ,

,JERRS_

N'iAct. 19

Synd.ca.•

J6a

EXCEPT
WHEN THEY
170 THAT

'tieel Un,ted Feature Syndicate Inc

I CAN'T DECIDE
WI-IAT TO SE
FOR THE NCO
MASQUERADE
PARTY

STICK A TAP IN YOUR
NAVEL AND GO AS A
KEG OF BEER

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday
Business Hours
Are:
Monday- Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
a.m-12:00
8
p.m.
Call J.B. Fer
These Special
Prices.
Used
Bumper Jacks
$7.50 each
Van Arm Rest
$3.00

KEY
AUTO PARTS
753-5500
DO you know that 1890's
Ice Cream Parlor now
has slushes and low fat
frozen yogurt. Dixieland Center. 753-3604.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

DELICIOUS WINE AT
HOME FOR PENNIES
A BOTTLE!

NANCY'S
KITCHEN
TIPS

964 LoNlecl

Notice

m9g Glass has moved
to Dixieland Center
next to Green Door. All
types of glass repair
and replacement. Plus
store fixtures, mirrors.
shelving racks, display
stands and show cases
made to spec. 753-0180.

OUCH!00!
OW! YIPE!
OUCI-1!

.•:=3••
•

II 0

2

SOME OF TNE WORLD'S
GREATEST IDEAS DIDN'T
MEET WITH 100%
APPROVAL

PRESTO WINE magic
crystals dissolve in water.
Add sugar and wait 28
days, and you have a full
gallon of full-strength wine
that tastes as good as store
bought' Only $3 a package.
Or send $5 for two
packages (specify white or
red wine) to Grapes. P 0.
Box 61, Puryear, TN.
38251 Guaranteed good
tasting or get your money
back!

SHIRLE1 DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - 112.50
for both. Call 436-5574.
TAXES filed. Shorf
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

WE
BUY
USED
CARS
See
Max Morris
at

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 75 3•26 17

IT'S POP (DIANE'S
BAEN SHOWER

WE'RE ALL PITCHING
IN FOR THE °FMCS
PARTY

IT'S GETTING SO I
CAN'T AFFORD TO
COME TO WORK

5.4'7

"N. ••••.•

ilez...e•

WANTED lady companion, ages 50 to 75.
who needs companionship. Call Charlie
Coomer. 437-4407.
WkaLiJink: to the services of the LAKE-LAND
APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sundays at 10:00AM and
6:00 PM at Sycamore and
South 15th Street. Also
search the Scriptures
broadcast on WSJP radio
9:30 AM. For information
call 759-1602.
KonttackyTannossoie

Insulation Inc.
we
Save
You
Money
733-0369
Free Estimate
vd
AA

2.Notice

6. Help Wanted

COUNSELING-Family,
marriage, personal - in a
Christian context. Roland
Jones, M Div. MS. Phone
759-9605.

FULL time LPN. Con- WHIRLPOOL Washing
tact Lakehaven Health Machine with 4 cycles
Care Center, Benton, and lent filter. Only
$5.50 wk. Rudolph
Ky. 527-3296.
Goodyear. 753-0595,
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and 19. Farm Equipment
earn $250 to $500 1973
weekly. 753-0232 Dozer CATERPILLAR
with canopy, tilt
anytime.
cylinder and brush
racks. Excellent condi9. Situation Wanted
tion. Also International
I WOULD like to take 1964 single axle truck
care of sick or elderly. with Phelan Low-Boy,
Five days a week, $700 All for $45,000. Call
per month. Call 1-502-489-2597.
527-3471.
EARTHWAY Precision
WANT to mow yards this Garden Seeder. Plants
summer, have re- 28 different vegetable
ferances. Call 759-1961.
seeds. $39.99. Wallin
WTLL clean your house Hardware, Paris, Tn.
or office. Reliable and REAR Tine Tillers.
have excellent re- Briggs Station engine, 3
ferences. 759-1762.
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
10. Business Opportunity
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller. 5 h.p. chain
drive. $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
SUPER C Farman.
435-4596 after 5p.m.

4-Rent
Building 402
North 4th with
air compresser
large over
head doors,
gas, heat 8
office. Call
753-3018
after 7:00 p.m.

5. Lost and Found
Ring of keys of all kinds
around Murray. Call col
lect 1-345-2465.
FOUND one gray motly
yolorediat. Approximately .1 yr. old
female. In vicinity of
Hucks. Call 753-3200.
LOST.6 month old female
German Shepherd Collie.
Apricot and white shaggy
coat. 14 inches tall. Answers to the name Charlie
lost in the area of 1703
Magnolia. Call 7534921.
LOST dog, black and.
white, part poodle, no
tail. Named Stubby.
Lost near East
Calloway. 753-4117.

PART•FULL
TIME

Work from home or
your office. Invest in
guaranteed program.
Giveaway
video,
35mm or movie outfits
at NO CHARGE . Profits in less than 30
days. WE CAN PROVE IT... BUY BACK
GUARANTEE. Rated
No. 1 in our field. Mr.
Mason (615)355-0074.

Help Wanted
Wedgeor INC. will be
APPLICATIONS now awarding dealership in
being accepted for part area soon. Great Profit
time bookkeeper. Prev- potential selling steel
ious experience helpful bldgs for one of the
but not required. Apply fastest growing Metal
Begley Drug, Central Bldg organizations in
the country. To apply
Center.
APPLICATIONS now call WedgCor INC. (303)
accepted for cosmet- 759-3200.
ogist. Must have neat
appearance. Knowledge
Franchise opportuniof cosmetics helpful but
ty. Independent sernot required. Apply
vice station and conBegley 's, Central
venience
store.
Center.
Minimum investment
DANCE teachers wanrequired. Company
ted. Male and female.
guaranteed financing
No experience necesprogram. Excellent
sary. Will train. For
earnings. Professional
interview, 753-5950.
training and counselEXECUTIVE director,
ing provided by composition available with
Christian County Chappany. Contact Linn
ter American Red
Reed, 717 S. 12th St.,
Cross. Salary range,
Murray, Ky. 753-4490.
$9,500 to $11,000 annually. Interested ap
plicants should mail 14. Want to Buy
brief resume no later
than March 30, 1984 to MOBILE home with lot
311 South Main St., out in the country. Call
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240. 753-3711.
USED air conditioners.
E.O.E.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
WANTED to buy. White
SALARY + COMM.
Oak timber. Call 753NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
0338.
AREA MANAGER
12 year old company
15. Articles for Sale
needs immediately soREPLICA
Watches. All
meone to represent our promakes, Swiss perfect
duct in this area No excolors and quality.
perience
necessary.
Quartz or Jeweled
Millions spent annually to
movement. Call 1-800promote this world famous
327-5521.
product. seen daily on TV,
WHIRLPOOL 15.2 cu.
NEWSPAPERS,
ETC.
ft. upright Freezer with
Qualified applicant will be
textured steel door.
flown to are office for orienOnly $6.00 wk. Rudolph
tation. Must have $3,250
Goodyear, 753-0595.
cash security to cover

404-969-1301
MATURE lady to keep
infant in my home,
weekdays only, no
housecleaning involved.
References required. Call
759-1518
NEED someone to stay
with elderly couple,
from 4p.m. to 8p.m.. 7
days a week, references
required. Call 435-4362
or 753-4539.
OLAN Mills Studio needs
temporary help, mature
aggressive people with
strong pleasant telephone
voice, Apply in person to
Mrs. Saypack at Holiday
Inn from 9am to 1pm 4pm
to tipm, rm 111 (No phone
calls please).
POOL Manager and
Lifeguards Needed.
Applications are being
accepted by the
Murray -Calloway
County Parks Dept. for
pool manager and
lifeguards. Applications
may be obtained at the
Parks Office, 10th and
Payne Sta., Phone 7537640. Closing deadline
March 23,1984.
or LPN position
available. Full time for
the 11-7 shift. Working
Mon.-Fri. with every
weekend off. Persons
interested should apply
In person at Care Inn.
4th and Indiana.
Mayfield, Ky. or call
1-502-247-0200

rtN

24.

TOP
Alfa
Sem
3403.

fiTfT

Sale
com
11,78
we
Tys
Tenr
WIZ
ted:
in s
wit ii
Must
Brir
W or
Tenr
8854
and :

tradi
train
dre
474-2

wr

$500.$1500+ WK.

6.

original supplies For detaN
information call Joe Duffy
collect (person-person).

17. Vacuum Cleaners

16. Home Furnishings
GE upright freezer, no
frost 15.8 cubic ft. Also
15 cross ties. $5 pc. you
haul. 489-2579 or
489-2775.
WHIRLPOOL Portable
Dishwasher with three
washing cycles. Only
$5.50 wk. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX Sales
and Service. See the
machine of the future
today. Free pickup and
delivery. Call 443-6469
or 753-3639. The only
Authorized Sales and
Service in the area.

Mier
mic
wk.
753-0

wriT

2 2 . Musical

Refr
witt
d oc
Gooc

DANDY Baldwin Spinet
piano. 7 yrs. old but
looks and sounds like
new. Walnut finish.
Asking $700. Call 7532558 all day Fri. and
Sat.. after 4:30 Tues.,
after 6:30 Sun. Mon
Wed. and Thurs.
FIVE piece drum set with
cymbals, sit case, excellent condition. Must sell.
Call 436-2927 after 5 PM.
liFit/GHT piano, good
condition. Best offer.
Call 762-4787.

25.

7
pre
bus
and
Loy
sati
pre

FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted: Responsible

Of f

for

Tti1757,
tape
Fri
Proi
new
2840.

party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be
seen locally. Write
Credit Manager: P.O.
Box 537 Shelbyville,IN
46176

Rif

2 4 . Miscellaneous

Con

Wiel

BIG MONEY
IN SPORTS!

In
bus
rest

Own your own sporting goods business!
Sport Circle will show
you the way! Be affiliated with a National Franchise! Earn
big profits, full or part
time! $2900 gets you
started!
Call collect to

Call
poll

27.1
ITO

BR,
coni
eery
437-4
1975
BR,
with
elec
Call

Bill Woods
(717) 421-6910
or write
Sport Circle, Inc.,
S. 9th St.,
Stroudsburg, PA
18360
19
SILVER 10 sp.
Nishiki. $100. 759-9797
after 5p.m.
EIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
GLIDDEN Spread Walt
Paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Over 1,000 colors
available. Color extra.
Black's Decorating
Center. 701 S. 4th St.
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
OAK and hickory. $25 a
rick delivered. Call day,
753-3476. Night 438-2778.
SEASONED hickory.
oak, mixed hardwoods,
130/rick delivered
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.

Le

BE
T1
ro

DRG COORDINATOR
Challenging opportunity for RN
with a minimum of 3 years
hospital experience. Day Shift.
Successful candidate will work
closely with physicians and
other health care professionals
while monitoring the hospital
DRG program. Competitive
salary with excellent benefits.
Contact Personnel Director,
Murray Calloway County
Hospital, Murray, Ky.
502-753-4170

mi
St
H%

PROPERTY TAX NOTICE
CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX
BOOKS FOR 1983 WILL BE CLOSED ON
MARCH 30, 1984 IN PREPARATION OF
PUBLICATION OF A DELINQUENT TAX
LIST FOR UNPAID REAL ESTATE BILLS.
UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX
BILLS WILL BE TWINED OVER TO THE
MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU FOR
COLLECTION.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
I
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27 Mobile Homes for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

1

TOP quality Western
Alfalfa. Delivered in
Semi loads only. 618-667.
3403.
'TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell_ 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
WAGON Wheels Wanted: Paying $50 per pair
in very good condition
with axle delivered.
Must not have wood rot.
Bring to Dixie Gun
Works, Union City
Tennessee. Phone: 901885-0700 Clip this ad
and save.
WEDDING gown
traditional with veil and
train, size 12, beautiful
dress. Only $50
474-2382.
WHIRLPOOL
Microwave with ceramic interior. Only $2.50
wk. Rudolph Goodyear,
753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft.
Refrigerator, no frost
with textured steel
doors. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
Business Services

25

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns
Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients Now
preparing returns Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment
MOVIE film to
tape. 502-247-2840.

Video

PURCHASE

Video
Production. Call for
new brochure. 502-2472840.
Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. BS in accounting
with 13 years experience
in preparing personal
busin•ss

and

farm

returns.
94 West and
Oaks Rd.
Call

753.3215

for

ap

pointment day or night

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
14x65 1980 TRAILER. 2
BR, 2 bath, excellent
condition. 200 amp.
service Included. Call
437-4898 or 437-4204.
1975 12x70, all electric. 3
BR, 2 bath with or
without furniture, with
electric pole, $7.500.
Call 437-4257

32

WEST
KENTUCKY
TRAILERS
641 NORTH
Sales, Service, Parts,
Trailer hitches
installed.
Complete line
of Livestock
and
utility
trailers.

753-7246

'225"

Call Or Write:
Ruth Blackwood,
Tour Representative
Pennyrile Tours
203 South 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-2827 after 5:00 p.m.

1101 Story Atm. 759.1322
Monies. 10-6
Son, 1-5

43

7

Public Auction
Rain or Shine - Lunch Available
Dresden, Tennessee
Sale will be held on the farm located 3
miles Northeast of Dresden, Tennessee, on
State Hwy. 89 (Dresden to Palmersville
Hwy).
Watch For Sale Signs!
7700 Ford Tractor, (rad monitor, 1976 Model 2813 Hours, 7000
A C tractor CablHeat-Arr -Radio) Power shift 1978 Model-1714
Hours. 5000 Ford Tractor, 1972 Model-4976 Hours, 3300 John
Deere Combine, Cab 13' Bean Platform, 1973 Model-2158
Hours, Gehl Model 95 Grinder-Mixer, Plateless Planter, 30"
Rows, Fertilizer, Pestiside Boxes, Monitor, 7000 John Deere 6
Row Planter, 1970 Model Ford 2 Ton Truck (Grain Bed & Hoist),
Model 75 Do -All Loader, 343 John Deere Corn Header 130"
Row), John Deere 6 Row R M Cultivator 30'' Row), Forrest Ci
tv 4 Row Do All, Ford 4.16 Plow, International 9 Tine Chisel
Plow, 308 International 3 pi Backhoe 12 Buckets), Athens 16
Spring Fold Disc. John Deere 110 Wheel Disc 112'). P M 10'
Roller Harrow, 20' 6" Augor, 2-3500 Bushel Grain Bins lGas
Burner, Blowers, Unloading Augor, Sweep Augor), 1972
Chevrolet Pick-up, 42' Jet Flow Transport Augor, Rhino Rear
Blade, 200 Gal Spray Rig 1Trailer type), 2 200 Gal Fiberglass
Saddle Tanks, 3 pt Hitch Seeder, 3 fat Bush Hog 7', 130 Gal
Fuel Tank Misc items to numerous to mention
Open Sale. Bring Your Good Clean Equipment
No Junk"
Terms Cash, Cashiers Check, Certified Check Or Bank Letter Of
Credit Required Of All Persons Not Personally Known By The Auc •
bon Company
Mr Rufus E McPeek Owner
Star Route
Oflifd•fl. Tennessee
Phone 901-364-3303

Alexander Real Estate
& Auction Sales
ket.rt von 40.01.010 )(millet

Fein Lii

Ate

611111.1.1

No 10/
Mime
Off 239 University Street
Maillitt In 3823/
Marvin Alexander Teri y Olivet Wendell Ales muter
364 2/09
364 210,
58/ 4568

Real Estate
,e

Saturday, March 24, 1984
10:00 A.M., 1984

No 6/

Rent

1 BLOCK from University. Call 753-1812 or
759-9580.
ROOMS for rent. 1 block
1979 PARKWOOD from University. 75314x70, 2 BR, washer and 1812 or 759-9580.
dryer, central air and ROOM for rent. 2
heat, fully furnished, Blocks from University.
excellent condition. See $95 including utilities.
at E-7 Coach Estates or 436-2411 or 753-5842.
call 753-0595 ask for
35 Farms for Rent
Rob.
2 BR mobile home on 142 FARM land for rent
acre shaded lot. Com- Crop year 84. Call
pletely furnished with 437-4176.
washer and dryer. 7533534. Very reasonable.
37. Livestock-Supplies
5 PLUS acres, back off
road, 1982 12 x 56 20 WHITE Faced and
black
Buchaneer, half basecows with calves
ment. New well, new
septic. 474-2718 after at side. $11,000. 753 3625.
5p.m
38. Pets-Supplies
RTCH, 60x12, 3 BR.$2.500
1/2 BLOOD Hound pupCall after 4p m. 489-2807
pies for sale. All shots.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
489-2495.
2 BR, 2 bath, appliances 3 FEMALE white
furnished, central gas German Shepherd
heat. $165. Coleman puppies. ARC registered. ADORABLE
Real Estate. 753-9898.
Easter presents. 8 wks.
old. Call 435-4369 after
29. Heating and Cooling
6p.m
ASHLEY wood or coal
ARC Lhasa Apso Pups,
stove, excellent condiPoodle Pups,
tion. Will trade for $85. ARC
Shots and wormed.
fireplace insert of $85.
901-648-5024.
comparable value. Call
ARC Registered
436-2289 after 6p.m.
Pomerian puppies,
small, cream and black.
30 Business Rentals
Call 753-5950.
BLUE merle Australian
Shepherd puppies. Call
Mini
489-2597.
Warehouse
DOG Obedience.
Storage Space
Classes or private.
Tudor training. BoardFor Rent
ing. ANF Dog Food.
753-1492
Mary Adelman.
436-2858.
bOG Obedience.
Want to Rent
31
Classes or private.
WANT to lease tobacco Tudor training. Indoor
base 435-4596
Boarding. ANF Dog
Food, Mary Adelman,
32 Apts for Rent
436-2858
A Couple of young
ladies want to share a
PET PEN
house located near MSU
Easter Rabbits
and downtown. Availa5. Discount on fish
ble immediately. Call
with the Purchase of
Rebekah, 753-6577.
an Aquarium

Leave April 9, 1984 return April 14.
Spend your vacation at Daytona
Beach at Holiday Inn Surfside.
Two to room, transportation and

Li,:

Rooms for

33

STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Weyne Wilson

Homes for

46

Rent

2 BR, good condition,
good location,
$200/ month 759-4986.
LARGE 1 BR unfurnished apt. near
hospital on South 8th.
Mature individual or
quiet couple. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
LARGE 2 BR furnished
apt.
block from MSU.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.
NICE 1 BR apt. near
downtown Murray. 7534109. 762-6650, 436-2844.
PRIVATE Furnished
Apartment. Call 753
3964

PENNYRILE TOURS OFFERS
SPECIAL FLORIDA TOUR
FOR SPRING BREAK

MOM.

Apts for

753-5086

Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucity 42071
(5021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

AURORA. 1-10 acres.
Wooded Ky. Lake area
from $3,995. Nothing
down. From $39 a
month for homes.
mobile homes. Free
information. Phone Mr.
Shell, 1-800-521-4996.
PROPERTY for sale by
owner. 753-5949 or 4742748 501 South 12th.

497Lita
Appointments made
your conveor
nience. Full time sale
associates evening
phones.
753-2249
Amos McCarty
Thane Knight 753-7728
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
753-2477
Anna Raquirtil
753-2409
Louis Bats(
753-5725
Nonce Dunn
489-2266
Bob Haley
753 2587
Guy Sperm

Sale

1316 VINE ST. New
house with old price, all
new plumbing and fixtures. All new wiring
with 100 AMP breakers.
new walls, new flooring,
new carpet. New vinyl,
new kitchen top and
splashes. new Venetian
blinds throughout, new
brick, new paint Inside
and outside, new brick
steps and side walks,
new decking and
shingles, old framing is
saw mill sawed oak in
excellent condition, 8
inch blown insulation.
On corner lot with
plenty of shade trees.
Asking $27,500. Call
753-9400 nights.
CALL us today and you
could be ready for spring
in this lovely 3 bedroom 2
bath home. The den has a
fireplace, there are three
covered porches, the extra large lot has beautiful
trees and it is located in
one of Murray's finest
subdivisions. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
rARMERS Home Administration inventory
properties. 2 homes, 3
farms. Financing to
qualified buyers.
Predetermined eligilib•
ity not required to buy.
Let us show you these
properties. MURRAYCALLOWAY CO.
REALTY. 753-8146.
Sale by owner,
completely remodeled 2
BR, bath, kitchen, dining rm., living rm..
Ashley woodstove,
fireplace, dishwasher,
stove, air conditioner.
On 1 acre tree shaded
lot close to the New
Providence area. $27,
000. 492-8930.
HOUSE, lot, and furniture. Only $15,000. Ideal
for starter home or
investment. Very livable. Compare with
mobile home and you'll
buy it. MURRAYCALLOWAY CO.
REALTY, 753-8146,
LARGE BRICK
RANCH HOME on almost two acres in
friendly neighborhood
and only two miles from
town. You'll get the
most for your money,
financing negotiable...owner leaving
town. Features very
large living areas with
two wood -burning
stoves, central air,
garage, and fenced
yard. A must see
bargain in todays
market. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492
LARGE and modern
country home on 2
wooded acres less then 5
minutes from town. Two
level brick residence with
walk-out basement has
quality and unique
features throughout.
Forty-one foot recreation
room with fireplace in
lower level. Large den
with built-in bookshelves
on main level. Lovely
kitehen with all the conveniences, 3 ceramic tile
baths and much more.
3800 square feet of living
area. An impressive and
comfortable home. First
time offered. KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222.

rOR

PULL UP AN EASY
CHAIR AND RELAX in
this three bedroom
brick located in nice
neighborhood just
minutes from town.
This well maintained
home is ready for you to
move into and start
enjoying life. Priced in
the upper 30's. Are you
ready to make the
move.Call
753-1492.. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors

GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 393.25
Opened
Today
394.00
Up
.75
DAILY

46

Homes for

Sale

MOVING to Marshal
County? Check out this
new 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
energy efficient home in
Gateway Village Subdivision. Central heat
pump heating and cooling
system. Insulated to TVA
standards. Attractively
decorated throughout.
$39.000. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222.
47. Motorcycles
125 TRI-MOTO Yamaha
3 Wheeler. 435-4596 after
5p.m
1974 HONDA CB 360.
new battery. A-1 condition. $450. 753-9710 1500
Canterbury.
1980 YAMAHA 650
Special. Call 436-2689 or
492-8762.
1981 A.T.C. 110, excellent condition, ridden
very little, all original
$675. 753-3648 after
5p.m.
1981 HONDA, Silver
Wing. Interstate. 2700
miles. Must sell. Call 4374171.
1982 YAMAHA IT 175,
excellent condition,
used only 3 months. Call
753-0220 or 436-5377
1983 TRI MOTO 175,
condition, not
been abused, wheelie
wheel. $875. 753 3648
after 5p.m.
THREE Wheeler, 1983,
200 Yamaha, very good
condition. Call 435 4398
after 5p.m

Lots for

Sale

22 ACRES. Rt 80.
blacktop frontage, it
woods. kt meadow. year
round spring. Forced
sale. No reasonable
offer refused. Call 4362711 or 437-4852.
LAND for sale, adjoini n g lot_ Lake way
Shores. Approximately
1 acre Reasonable_ Call
1-615-791.0262 after
5p.m.
nVO lots in Oakwood
Terrace Subdivision on
Oaks Country Club
Approximately
road
14 acres, good location
Call 035-4398 after 5p m

Used

48. Auto Services
GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed
$15 exchanee Call 753-3711
49

50

Used

rna7oa
rm-f$559900Short
Bed, 5-Speed, Radial
Tires, Tint Glass,
Carpeting, Side Vent
Windows, much more.
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
train warranty, lowest
priced new truck In
America.

Carroll-Mazda
753-8850

Air conditioning
and
5
year,
50,000 mile warranty at no extra
charge when you
purchase any new
VW in stock until
March 31.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

1968 SHASTA. 14 foot,
good condition $500 Call
753-6268.
1972 PLYMOUTH Satellite, $250. Call 753-6268.
1980 NOMAD 18 ft., like
new. 1976 Shamrock. 20
ft.. good condition. Call
753-0812.
POP Up Camper, sleeps
4, ice box and sink. New
paint job. new tires. Call
759-1867.

Keep your Roots
together by copy te
and restoration of
family
old
photographs at
CARTER STUDIO im
300 MAIN 753 8298

•

of

222 S. 12th St.

Sca

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
corports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442.7026
WILL haul white rock,
sand limi. rip rap and
masonary sand. coal.
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting

Jack Glover
753-1873

PAINTING
5.

‘.k ILL haul junk and
clean basements and
garages. Free Cs timates. 436-5510.

PAIN ING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Spring is near. for
all your painting
needs call Ralph
Worley for early appointments.
All
work guaranteed.
Over 16 years experience.
Sandblasting
also
available.

759-1050

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*

55

Feed

and

Seed

FESCUE seed, No 1 42
cents. 489-2447
56.Free Column
LARGE yellow male cat.
Very affectionate Call
753-3994

TLC
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches
Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.

WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 Of 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wocy& Brooke Harrington

Farm Equipment Sale
1981 International 9 liter Diesel
Tandem Truck, 18 ft. Midwest Grain
bed with twin hoist, 2 speed axle AM Fm radio, tow hooks, 8,000 actual
miles. Sundance trim & interior. Extra
Nice
1980 4420 John Deere Combine,
Serial No. 400141, 1226 nrs. 23 1-26
Rice & Cane tires, 13 ft. bean header,
4 row, 443 corn head_
1980 2090 Case tractor, 927 hrs.,
cab & air, power shift, snap on duals,
18.4/38 tires, Serial No. 99092905, 18
ft. Amco wing fold disc with 22" blades

1976 Chevrolet C-60 grain- truck,
22,298 miles, 15 ft. metal bed, good
tires, nice truck. John Deere 400 6 row
rotary hole.
This equipment will be auctioned at
Billy Barham Farm Sale. Dukedom,
Tennessee. March 22.

James R. Cash
Auctioneer
Fancy Farm, K.
(502) 623-8466

rs

753-5865

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A

Week

Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Sqsad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Atenoinune sod Vinyl
Cesteno trial
References.
work.
Coll WiN U Seeley,
753-0419.

Police
91 1

aft>
Quality Service

Cornporly
Heating and Air
Conditioning

Soles, Soles and
Serv ice Modern
Sheet Metal & Sec
vice Departments

753-9290
RANDY
THORNTON
HEAT1140 AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

45. Farms for Sale
IN Cherry Corner area
Is this 53 acres completely fenced for
Well, water
cattle
Rpigots for Irrigation
Loading chutes and
Three ponds
barn
Approximately seven
miles from Murray
848.000. ROBERTS
REALTY, 753-1651

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and virryl
sidirg, Custom tnm work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
VVca it-la

Services Offered

Low, Low Rates
Satisfied References
Free Estimates
759-1983

JOE I Sonney I McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances I. Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8505.
LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
52 Boats Motors
rental and cemetery
14 FT Fiberglass Day properties. Go with the
Sailer with trailer, good professionals. Excellent
condition. $775. Call references. Countryside
502-924-5492 after Nursery. 753-3188.
4,30p.m.
LEE'S CARPET
14 PT. Larson and CLEANING. Murray's
trailer with 10 h
only professional CarJohnson. $500. 753-8295.
pet Cleaning Company
BLUE Hole Canoe, with over 12 years
excellent condition. continuous local service
$500. Can be seen at 210 using the most powerful
S. 9th St.. 753-3667.
cleaning system made
'OR Sale trolling motor Hundreds of satisfied
Mini-Kota like new, repeat customers.
hand control, 28 lb. Licensed and Insured.
thrust, $125. 474-2712 We move the furniture
free. Free estimates. 24
nights.
hour service, 753-5877.
53. Services Offered

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

Center Open TII 6

LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MALONE'S Remodeling from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 436-2107
Need work on your
trees' Topping. pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
HOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro.
fessional tree care
753-033fr

Campers

51

Compliments of:

Dixieland

APPLIANCE repair
work all brands
Specialize in Tappen
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years experience_ Parts and service Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service,
202 S. 5th St 753-4872,
753-8886 I home),
LECTRICAN. 20
years experience, jobs
large or small, Free
Estimates, Call 753-5156
after 1 PM
FAYE'S Monograms
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743
Sweaters, shirts, purses. linen, custom patches. Fast service.
sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing. sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973. nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
JEFF'S Carpet and
Window Cleaning
Spring Carpet Cleaning
Sale. References. Free
Estimates, 753-0015.

Carroll VW
753-8850

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
9 45
Yesterday
Opened
9.54
Today
Up
.09

CAR STEREO

53

r

Services Offered

53

53. Services Offered

rrNCE

hrs

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

Trucks

1976 CHEVROLET Luv
435.4489
1978 FORD Super Cab.
37 xxx actual miles, one
owner 474-2207 after
4p m
1979 FORD 4 Wheel
Drive, loaded, short
wheel base 759-4663

Used Cars

1972 BUICK Electra
LTD. p.s., p.b., p.w.,
air. AM/FM cassette,
needs head gasket. Call
759-9246.
1972 MAVERICK. 6
cylinder, automatic,
good condition. $550
753-6505.
1973 FORD Station
Wagon. Also would like
to do babysitting in my
home anytime. Call
after 5p.m. 759-9698.
1974 'HEVROLET 9
passenger Station Wagon, 350 automatic,
mechanically good.
body rough. 4375. 7539181 or 753-8124.
1977 CUTLASS
Supreme, excellent
condition, black with
black interior. bucket
seats, rally wheels,
automatic, 8-track tape,
one owner only. Sharp!
Call 753-4587 after 6p.m.
1978 BUICK Regal,
extra nice. low gas
mileage. Must see to
appreciate. $3,800. 4362682.
1978 CAMARO, auto.,
air, AM/FM stereo,
local car, good condition, 60,xxx miles. 1500
Canterbury Dr.
753-9710. $4,295.
1978 OLDS 4 dr.. Delta
Royale. good condition,
air, loaded. 1500 Canterbury Dr. 753-9710.
1981 MUSTANG, air.
p.b., p.s.. AM -FM
cassette. 753-3445 after
4pm.
1982 131. ICK Regal
Limited, moon roof.
power windows and
locks, AM-FM cassette,
cruise, tilt. 435-4280
after 4:30 p.m.
GOING to California.
Selling 1977 Plymouth
Voyager Van. Call 7532987.
JEEPS, Cars, Trucks
$100. now available in
your area. Call 1-16191
569-0241 for directory. 24

Cars

1976 PINTO. good condition 474.2207 after
4p m

excellent

CD PIONEER'
44

49

Tue Clonarol iloctrls sod toe'ler dealers., solos sod sor
oleoin Mortoy sod
way
Cossoty 002 ChosiOX
753-8181

oossor•

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our 'convent
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Poison

Free Estimates ,
Vibro Steam or

Control

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES

Quick
Dr'y Cleaning.
Upholstery Clean-

Downtown
Court Square

ing

733-5827

753-7588

753-7499

•

•-

It
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Volunteer firefighters meet once or twice
weekly for fitness aerobics dance classes
Homer Miller Mrs. Proctor Rites held
dies; funeral dies; funeral Saturday for
Wednesday
rites Tuesday Miss Cooper

O.B. Jaynes
dies; was
publisher
Oliver Brown Jaynes.
88, 5567 Cameo Drive
North, Boca Raton,
Fla., died Sunday,
March 11. at a hospital
there.
Jaynes and his wife
came to Boca Raton in
1960 from Palm Springs,
CCalif., where he and
his wife published the
Desert Sun newspaper.
In 1960 they purchased the Boca Raton News
and published it until it
became a part of Knight
Ridder Newspapers. He
was a member of the
First United Methodist
Church, Boca Raton.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Frankie Dale
Jaynes; two daughters,
Mrs. Janet Opel, Boca
Raton, and Mrs. Nancy
Coulton, Fort Lauderdale. Fla.; seven grandehilOren ; five- greatgran'idr hildren.
Private funeral services were in the chapel
of Kraeer Boca Raton
Funeral Home. Entombment was in the
Boca Raton
Mausoleum.

Mrs. Vida Wiley Proctor, 83. 610 Broad St..
died Saturday at 3:35
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Ebert Proctor. died Oct.
27, 1969.
The deceased was a
member of the Apostolic
Church.
Born Feb. 23, 1901, in
Wayne County, West
Virginia, she was the
daughter of the late
Sylvester Wiley and
Josephine McCoy Wiley.
Mrs. Proctor is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Betty
Ferrell, 305 North
Seventh St.. Murray,
Mrs. Joan Noffsinger
and Mrs. Violet R.
Sheets, Charleston,
W.Va.; one son, Edsel
Proctor, 610 Broad St.,
Murray.
Two surviving
brothers are Thomas
Wiley. West Virginia,
and Leonard Wiley,
Atlanta, Ga.
Ninteen grandchildren, 19 greatgrandchildren and two
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Fiddler Frame Funeral Home,
Belle, W.Va.
Burial will follow in
the Cunningham
Memorial Park in St.
Albans, W.Va.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home had
charge of local
arrangements.

Wrather dies
at hospital;
rites, Paris

The funeral for Miss
Mary Elsie Cooper was
Saturday at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Gary Collier officiated.
Burial was in the
Cooper Cemetery there.
Miss Cooper, 89, died
Thursday night at the
Henry County Nursing
Home.
She was a member of
the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Sants. Born Sept.
30, 1894, in Nebraska,
she was the daughter of
the late James and Betty Cooper.
Survivors are one
sister. Mrs. Cecille
Marr, Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
One sister and four
brothers preceded her
in death.

Bruner named
new director

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

N, Lee Rowland Refrigeration Service
753-6325

Settlement reached
BRIDGEPORT,
Conn. (AP) — An
$850,000 out-of-court settlement has been reached in the case involving
a cosmetic surgeon who
performed a face lift on
comedian Totie Fields
which was blamed in a
lawsuit for her fatal
heart attack two years
later.
Trial of the suit
against Dr. William T.
Keavy of Stamford was
scheduled to begin in

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

federal court March 13,
but was canceled when
the settlement was
reached, said Stuart
Schlesinger, an attorney
for Miss Fields' husband, George Johnston
of Las Vegas.
The settlement does
not constitute an admission of liability, said
Keavy's lawyer, Peter
C. Fleming Jr. of New
York.
Miss Fields died in
1978 at the age of 48.

Final rites for
Thomas Wrather(T.W.)
Paschall were Saturday
at 3:30 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
William Shelton
officiated.
Burial was in the
Foundry Hill Baptist
Cemetery there.
Mr. Paschall, 72, Rt.
2. Paris, Tenn.. died
Thursday about noon at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a
retired heavy equip- •Wel Mart Sells for less• Wet Mart Sells for Lass •Wal Mart
ment operator.
Born Feb. 18, 1912. in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son o the late
Thomas Paschall and
Ella Mohundro
641 N. Central Center
Paschall.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
He was pastor of the
Foundry Hill Church of
Prices Good 3/19/84 thru 3/24/84
Christ Temple Lot.
Survivors are his
Ca
wife, Mrs. Mary Nell
McKinney Paschall, to
whom he was married
on Feb. 24, 1968; one
VW
daughter, Mrs. Jean
Tucker, Union City,
Tenn.; one stepdaughter. Mrs. Hal
Snyder, Rt. 2, Paris;
one stepson, Albert
Condition
Turner, Dexter.
•
Also surviving are two r• Beauty Pack
sisters, Mrs. Hester
Kindness Refill
Tyler and Mrs. Edith
.4 ounce Jar or
*One Count
VO
*Ail Formulas
Burnette, Puryear,
Tenn.; two brothers,
Ca
•2 ounce Tube
Crawford Lee Paschall,
Cleveland, Ohio, and
Van Paschall,
Michigan; seven
stepgrandchildren; one
stepgreat-grandchild.
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We ton remove stumps up
to 24 br•low Ito wound
439 4343 or 435 4319.
W.• Now Hatti P.t Groori

or 753-4995

Our New Office Will Have More Space inside For More
New & Used Restaurant Equipment And More Room
Outside For Parking.
We'll Service Any Type Of Restaurant Or Refrigeration
Equipment.

Clairol Spedals

2.94

3.43 Ea.

Our prescription eyewear
goes with any pair of shoes.

1.97 Ea.

Your best vision is important whether you're in the office,
on the slopes or at the pool. And at Southern Optical, we
have the expertise and equipment to custom-tailor prescription eyewear for all the things you like to do.
We can fit you with prescription swim goggles, sunglasses, protective eyewear for active sports like racquetball, and, of course, more traditional frames in styles
and colors to suit any occasion. We even offer a special
discountfor each additional complete pair of eyewear made
to the same prescription.
Talk with one of our opticians about your unique eyewear
needs. And find out what a difference the right prescription
eyewear can make.
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Nice 'n Easy
*One Count
*Ali Shades
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

2.48

753-2617

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Opening April 1, 1984 at
1215 Diugiud Drive & 641 North
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come to include basketball, racquetball and
swimming.
But while the methods
may change, his
message continues: a
healthy fireman is a better fireman.

We're Moving

i

i

Fitts dies;
was former
resident here

Gm tc Thie Onst all 7iatin4 OP%
SONIC* PUTS
Gunning OM Puts.
IIII20

.. —

blazes.
The chief, who admitted only to being "fiftyish," started 10 years
ago with a fitness program for firemen that
stressed running and
jogging. It has since

Smoking
on planes
is studied

Gm QUAUTY

—
-

said Greensburg Fire
Chief Ed Hutchinson,
who shapes up during
Monday and Wednesday
night classes.
Hutchinson wants his
men to beat the bulge so
they can better battle

/8
I.B M
1124 -7
Prices furnished by First of
14 -%
Jerrico
Michigan
/8
-14.14
J.C. Penney
5314 -7
Industrial Average
31% -%
/
4
Kmart
Air Products
4114 -1
13 -%
Mary Kay Cosm
26% -%
Apple Computer
37 -%
Penwalt
16% -I/8
American Telephone
58% -1
Quaker Oats
27/
1
4 -1%
Chrysler
33% -me
Sears
46% -%
Dupont
5% unc
Stuart Hall
38% -1
Ford
Texaco
15% -%
38% -%
G.A.F
39 unc
U.S. Tobacco
67% -1%
General Motors
Wal-Mart
337
/8 -1/4
34% -%
General Tire
14% -%
Wendy's
32% -%
Goodrich
17% + %
/
4
Wetterau
26% -1
Goodyear
WASHINGTON (AP) Gulf Oil
A.L. Williams
72% +14
9% -%
— After 15 years of Home Health
Services for R.B. arguments over Care America
9 11
C.E.F. Yield
7% -%
Fitts, formerly of whether travelers
Calloway County, are should smoke while flytoday in Detroit, Mich.
ing at 30,000 feet. the
MUTUAL FUNDS
Mr. Fitts, 67, Detroit. Civil Aeronautics Board
NEW YORK (API —
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS
Psychologist and author Mich., died Friday in is ready to decide
MEMBER SIPC
EXCHANGE
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK
Jerome Bruner has Ford Hospital, Detroit. whether to snuff out
been named director of He had retired from cigarettes on most comthe New York Institute Chrysler Motor Corp.
mercial jetliners.
Born April 16, 1916, in
for the Humanities at
The board scheduled a
New York University, Calloway County, he vote for later today on a
the university was the son of the late proposal to ban
announced.
Reed Fitts and Alice cigarette smoking on all
Bruner, whose studies Smith Fitts.
flights of less two hours.
Survivors are his The airlines said such
have focused on the
nature of human wife, Mrs. Bessie Fitts; an edict would cover
thought and perception, three sisters, Mrs. more than 90 percent of
succeeds author and Autumn McKinney, the flights flown in the
sociologist Richard Murray, Miss Maymon United States.
Fitts and Miss Ruby
Sennett.
Despite strong opposiThe institute. Fitts, St. Louis, Mo.; tion from the airlines
Formerly A Part Of Rowland Refrigeration Service Inc.
established in 1976, two brothers. Beauton and the tobacco in.sponsors seminars and Fitts. Murray, and Rex dustry, a majority of the
public conferences. Last Fitts, Aubrey, Calif.; board is said to favor
We intend To Provide The Same Quality Service That
fall the institute sister-in-law, Mrs. Ruth some sort of smoking
We've Given Murray And The Surrounding Area For The
organized a weeklong Donelson. Murray; ban, although the CAB
Past 30 Years.
tribute to the poet W.H. brother-in-law, Dee members disagree over
Auden.
Halcomb, Murray.
how broad it should be.
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Memorial services for
Tanya Pauline Stacy
are being held today in
Appalachia, Va.
The little girl died
Saturday at 5:02 p.m.
She was pronounced
dead on arrival at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She had
been ill for sometime.
Survivors include her
stepfather and mother,
Dr. and Mrs. Gary L.
Haws. Rt. 2, Bailey
Road, Murray.
She was born Dec. 2,
1980. in Lexington.
In charge of local arrangements was the
Max ChUrchill Funeral
Horne

PITTSBURGH (API
— They're not the
Rockettes and not nearly as pretty, but about 75
volunteer firefighters
spend one or two nights
a week kicking, bumping and grinding their
way toward physical
fitness in aerobics
dance classes.
Dreams of slimness,
agility and strengthened
cardiovascular systems
are what drives the
firemen to don colorful
legwarmers and sweat
it out in syncopated
agony at the Aerobic
Center in Greensburg.
"We've got butchers,
bakers, beggermen and
thieves — all dancing,"

IMM7FM77rEl=L17111E

J. Homer Miller, 72,
1505 Dudley, Murray,
died Sunday at 8:05 p.m.
at Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Memphis,
Tenn.
Mr. Miller had retired
2
after serving for 281,
years as county extension agent for the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
and Home Economics in
Marshall County.
After his retirement
he worked for a Mental
Health Agency in
Owensboro and two
years for the Area
Redevelopment Agency
in Mayfield, before
becoming associated
with Kopperud Realty
here.
The Murray man was
a member and deacon of
the First Baptist
Church, a member of
Baraca Sunday School
Class of the church, and
a member of Murray
Lions Club and Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association for
Retired Federal
Employees.
Born Nov. 24. 1911. in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Grover Cleveland Miller
and Maude Camp
Miller.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Louise Jones
Miller; one son. Ron
Miller, and two grandchildren, Leslie Miller
and Matt Miller, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; two
sisters, Mrs. Opal Hared and Mrs. Ophie Lee
Steele, Murray.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Earwood, the Rev.
G.T. Moody and Robin
Wadley will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 2
p.m. Tuesday.

Tanya Stacy
memorial
rites today
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Your real value in better vision.
Eyeweer • Contact Lenses
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